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CLASSICAL AFFINE W-ALGEBRAS FOR glN AND ASSOCIATED
INTEGRABLE HAMILTONIAN HIERARCHIES
ALBERTO DE SOLE, VICTOR G. KAC, AND DANIELE VALERI
Abstract. We apply the new method for constructing integrable Hamiltonian
hierarchies of Lax type equations developed in our previous paper, to show that
all W-algebras W(glN , f) carry such a hierarchy. As an application, we show
that all vector constrained KP hierarchies and their matrix generalizations are
obtained from these hierarchies by Dirac reduction, which provides the former
with a bi-Poisson structure.
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1. Introduction
In their seminal paper [DS85] Drinfeld and Sokolov constructed the W-algebra
W(g, f) for each reductive Lie algebra g and its principal nilpotent element f and
discovered the associated integrable hierarchy of bi-Hamiltonian PDE. Furthermore,
they showed that for g = glN this W-algebra is isomorphic to the Adler-Gelfand-
Dickey algebra [GD78, Adl79], and that the associated integrable hierarchy is the
N -th KdV hierarchy constructed by Gelfand and Dickey [GD76] using fractional
powers of differential operators. In the proof of this isomorphism Drinfeld and
Sokolov used quasideterminants, a few years before Gelfand and Retakh began
their systematic study in the early 90’s, see [GGRW05] for references.
The classical affine W-algebras W(g, f), for arbitrary reductive Lie algebras g
and their non-zero nilpotent elements f , have been studied both in physics and
mathematics literature, see [BFOFW90, DSK06, DSKV13] and references there. In
particular, it has been understood that the adequate setup for the theory of W-
algebras is the language of λ-brackets in the framework of Poisson vertex algebras
Key words and phrases. Classical affine W-algebra, integrable Hamiltonian hierarchy, Lax
equation, Adler type pseudodifferential operator, generalized quasideterminant.
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(PVA). This approach has led to an explicit formula for the λ-brackets in all classical
affine W-algebras [DSKV16].
However, the problem whether any W-algebra W(g, f) carries an integrable hi-
erarchy of Hamiltonian PDE has been solved so far only under a very restrictive
assumption on the nilpotent element f by adopting the Drinfeld-Sokolov method
[dGHM92, FHM93, BdGHM93, DF95, FGMS95, FGMS96, DSKV13, DSKV14a].
In fact, one has a pencil of compatible PVA structures on the differential algebra
W(g, f), depending on an element S of g, and we shall denote byWǫ(g, f, S), ǫ ∈ F,
the corresponding family of PVAs. Then, the related problem is whether the family
Wǫ(g, f, S), ǫ ∈ F, carries an integrable bi-Hamiltonian hierarchy satisfying the so
called Lenard-Magri scheme of integrability [Mag78].
In the present paper we solve these problems for g = glN and its arbitrary
nilpotent element f , by making use of the scheme of integrability developed in
our recent paper [DSKVnew]. The main ingredients of this scheme are the notion
of an Adler type matrix pseudodifferential operator with respect to a λ-bracket
on a differential algebra, introduced in [DSKV15], and the notion of a generalized
quasideterminant.
1.1. PVA’s and Adler type pseudodifferential operators. Recall that a λ-
bracket {· λ ·} on a differential algebra (V , ∂) is a bilinear map V × V → V [λ],
satisfying the following axioms [DSK06, BDSK09] (a, b, c ∈ V):
(i) sesquilinearity: {∂aλb} = −λ{aλb}, {aλ∂b} = (λ+ ∂){aλb};
(ii) Leibniz rules: {aλbc} = {aλb}c+ {aλc}b, {abλc} = {aλ+∂c}→b+ {bλ+∂c}→a.
If the λ-bracket {· λ ·} satisfies, in addition, skewsymmetry and Jacobi identity (see
Section 2.1) then V is called a Poisson vertex algebra (PVA) and the λ-bracket is
called a PVA λ-bracket.
In the present paper we shall consider pencils λ-brackets {aλb}ǫ = {aλb}0 +
ǫ{aλb}1, ǫ ∈ F, on a differential algebra V . In such case, the λ-bracket {· λ ·}0
(resp. {· λ ·}1) will be called the 0-th (resp. 1-st) λ-bracket. If they are PVA λ-
brackets, they are called the 0-th and the 1-st PVA (or Poisson) structures on V .
(Unfortunately traditionally they are called the 2-nd and the 1-st Poisson structures
respectively.)
An M ×N matrix pseudodifferential operator A(∂) =
(
Aij(∂)
)
, where Aij(∂) ∈
V((∂−1)), is called an operator of Adler type with respect to a λ-bracket {· λ ·} on V
if for every (i, j), (h, k) ∈ {1, . . . ,M} × {1, . . . , N} we have [DSKV15, DSKVnew]:
{Aij(z)λAhk(w)} = Ahj(w + λ+ ∂)(z−w−λ−∂)
−1(Aik)
∗(λ− z)
−Ahj(z)(z−w−λ−∂)
−1Aik(w) .
(1.1)
We shall also say that A(∂) is of bi-Adler type with respect to a pencil of λ-brackets
{· λ ·}ǫ, ǫ ∈ F, if A(∂)+ ǫ1N is of Adler type with respect to {· λ ·}ǫ for every ǫ ∈ F.
Given an N × N invertible matrix A over a unital associative (not necessarily
commutative) algebra R, its (i, j)-quasideterminant is defined as the inverse (if it
exists) of the (j, i) entry of A−1 [GGRW05]. This can be generalized by replacing
the (j, i) entry of A−1 by an M × M square submatrix. More generally, given
I ∈MatN×M R and J ∈ MatM×N R, for someM ≤ N , the (I, J)-quasideterminant
of A is defined by [DSKVnew]
|A|IJ := (JA
−1I)−1 ∈ MatM×M R , (1.2)
provided that JA−1I is an invertible matrix.
The basic family of Adler type N×N matrix differential operators is constructed
as follows [DSKVnew]. Let V(glN ) be the algebra of differential polynomials in the
indeterminates qij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , let Q =
(
qji
)N
i,j=1
, let S ∈ MatN×N F, and let
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ǫ ∈ F be a parameter. Then the operator
AǫS(∂) = 1N∂ +Q+ ǫS (1.3)
is of Adler type with respect to the λ-bracket
{aλb}ǫ = [a, b] + tr(ab)λ+ ǫ tr(S[a, b]) , a, b ∈ glN . (1.4)
Here glN is identified with a subspace of V(glN ) via Eij 7→ qij . Formula (1.4)
endows V(glN ) with a pencil of PVA λ-brackets and we denote the corresponding
family of PVAs by Vǫ(glN , S), ǫ ∈ F.
The basic property of an N×N matrix pseudodifferential operator A(∂) of Adler
type with respect to a λ-bracket {· λ ·} on V , is that any of its generalized quaside-
terminants is again of Adler type with respect to the same λ-bracket [DSKVnew].
Moreover, let S ∈ MatN×N F and assume that, for every ǫ ∈ F, A(∂) + ǫS is an op-
erator of Adler type with respect to a member {· λ ·}ǫ of a pencil of λ-brackets. Let
also S = IJ be a factorization of S with I ∈ MatN×r F and J ∈ Matr×N F, where
r is the rank of S. Then, the generalized quasideterminant |A(∂)|IJ is an operator
of bi-Adler type with respect to the same pencil of λ-brackets {· λ ·}ǫ, ǫ ∈ F.
The importance of a square matrix Adler type pseudodifferential operator A(∂)
comes from the fact that it provides a hierarchy of compatible Lax equations
dA(∂)
dtn,B
= [(B(∂)n)+, A(∂)] , (1.5)
where B(∂) is a root of A(∂), and n ∈ Z+. Moreover, this hierarchy admits the
following conserved densities in involution:
hn′,B′ = Res∂ trB
′(∂)n
′
, n′ ∈ Z+ , B
′ a root of A , (1.6)
see [DSKV15, DSKVnew]. Moreover, for a bi-Adler type operator A(∂) with re-
spect to a pencil of PVA structures, the hierarchy (1.5) consists of bi-Hamiltonian
equations (over the differential subalgebra of V generated by the entries of the co-
efficients of A(∂)), and the densities (1.6) satisfy the (generalized) Lenard-Magri
recurrence relation.
1.2. Classical affine W-algebras. In order to construct an integrable hierarchy
of Hamiltonian equations for the pencil of affine W-algebras Wǫ(glN , f, S), ǫ ∈ F,
we shall construct an appropriate generalized quasideterminant of the N×N matrix
AǫS(∂) defined by (1.3).
Recall the construction of the classical affine W-algebraWǫ(g, f, S), ǫ ∈ F, from
[DSKV13], for the Lie algebra g = glN , a nilpotent element f ∈ g, and a certain
element S ∈ g specified below. (The construction for an arbitrary reductive Lie
algebra g is similar.) The element f can be embedded in an sl2-triple {f, 2x, e},
and we have the corresponding adx-eigenspace decomposition
g =
⊕
k∈ 1
2
Z
gk , where gk =
{
a ∈ g
∣∣ [x, a] = ka} . (1.7)
Let p = (p1, . . . , pr), with p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ pr > 0, be the partition of N corre-
sponding to f . Then d = p1 − 1 is the maximal eigenvalue of adx, and r1, the
multiplicity of p1 in p, is the dimension of gd. Let S be a non-zero element of gd.
For a subspace a ⊂ g, we denote by V(a) the algebra of differential polynomials over
a. Denote by ρ : V(g) → V(g≤ 1
2
) the differential algebra homomorphism defined
by
ρ(a) = tr(fa) + π≤ 1
2
a , a ∈ g , (1.8)
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where π≤ 1
2
denotes the projection on g≤ 1
2
with respect to the decomposition (1.7).
The classical affine W-algebra Wǫ(g, f, S) is the differential algebra
W =W(g, f) =
{
w ∈ V(g≤ 1
2
)
∣∣ ρ{aλw}ǫ = 0 for all a ∈ g≥ 1
2
}
, (1.9)
where {aλw}ǫ is defined by (1.4), endowed with the λ-bracket
{vλw}
W
ǫ = ρ{vλw}ǫ . (1.10)
This pencil of λ-brackets provides the differential algebra W with a bi-PVA struc-
ture.
In order to perform concrete computations, we choose a convenient slice U to
the adjoint orbit of f in g = glN (different from the Slodowy slice), so that g =
[f, g]⊕U = gf⊕U⊥. Hence, we have the decomposition in a direct sum of subspaces
V(g≤ 1
2
) = V(gf )⊕ 〈U⊥〉 ,
where 〈U⊥〉 is the differential algebra ideal generated by U⊥. The corresponding
projection of V(g≤ 1
2
) on V(gf) induces a differential algebra homomorphism π :
W → V(gf ), and the key fact is that this is an isomorphism [DSKV13, DSKV16] (see
Theorem 3.3). Thus, for each element q ∈ gf we have a unique element w(q) ∈ W ,
and these elements are differential generators of W . The explicit construction of
a bi-Adler type operator indicated below allows us to construct explicitly these
generators and to compute their λ-brackets.
1.3. Adler type operators for the W-algebras and associated integrable
systems. To construct a bi-Adler type operator for the pencil of PVAsWǫ(g, f, S),
ǫ ∈ F, we first construct an r1 × r1 matrix pseudodifferential operator L1(∂) with
entries of coefficients in W , which is of bi-Adler type for the bi-PVA structure of
the family Wǫ(g, f, S1), ǫ ∈ F, for the matrix S1 := I1J1, where I1 : gd →֒ g is the
inclusion map, and J1 : g։ gd is the projection with respect to the decomposition
(1.7). It is given by the following generalized quasideterminant
L1(∂) = |1N∂ + ρ(Q)|I1J1 , where Q =
(
qji
)N
i,j=1
. (1.11)
In our Theorem 4.2 we prove that this generalized quasideterminant exists, and in
our most difficult Theorem 4.3 (and its Corollary 4.5) we prove that the entries of
the coefficients of L1(∂) lie in W . Finally, in Theorem 4.6 we show that L1(∂) is
of bi-Adler type with respect to the bi-PVA structure of the family Wǫ(g, f, S1),
ǫ ∈ F. The case of arbitrary non-zero S ∈ gd is easily reduced to S1, cf. Theorem
4.2(d), Corollary 4.5(b) and Theorem 4.6(b).
In order to compute the Adler type operator L1(∂) in terms of a set of generators
of theW-algebraW(g, f), we choose in Section 5 a convenient slice U to the adjoint
orbit of f , defined by (5.1). With this choice, we define the corresponding set
of generators {wji:k} of W(g, f), indexed by indices 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r and 0 ≤ k ≤
min{pi, pj} − 1. We are then able to find an explicit general formula for L1(∂):
L1(∂) = −1r1(−∂)
p1 +W1(∂)−W2(∂)(−(−∂)
q +W4(∂))
−1W3(∂) , (1.12)
whereW1,W2,W3,W4 are the four blocks, of sizes r1×r1, r1×(r−r1), (r−r1)×r1
and (r − r1)× (r − r1) respectively, of the matrix(
W1(∂) W2(∂)
W3(∂) W4(∂)
)
=
(∑
k
wji;k(−∂)
k
)
1≤i,j≤r
,
and (−∂)q is the diagonal (r − r1)× (r − r1) matrix with diagonal entries (−∂)
pi ,
r1 < i ≤ r. Formula (1.12) has a two-fold application. When combined with the
definition (1.11) of L1(∂) it provides an explicit formula for all the generators wji;k
of W(g, f), as elements of the differential algebra V(g≤ 1
2
). On the other hand,
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when combined with the Adler identity (1.1) (resp. the bi-Adler identity (2.4)),
it provides explicit formulas for the 0-th (resp. 1-st) λ-brackets between all the
generators wji;k.
In Section 7 we will demonstrate how this is implemented in several examples:
the case of a principal nilpotent element (corresponding to the partition p = N) in
Section 7.1, of a rectangular nilpotent element (corresponding to p = (p1, . . . , p1)) in
Section 7.2, of a short nilpotent element (corresponding to p = (2, . . . , 2)) in Section
7.3, of a minimal nilpotent element (corresponding to p = (2, 1 . . . , 1)) in Section
7.4, and of a vector and matrix “constrained” nilpotent element (corresponding to
p = (p1, 1, . . . , 1) and p = (p1, . . . , p1, 1, . . . , 1) respectively) in Section 7.5. In all
these examples we will use equation (1.12) to find the explicit formulas for the
generators wji;k of the W-algebra and for their 0-th and 1-st λ-brackets. In each
case, we shall compare our results with the analogous formulas which can be found
in literature: such as [GD78, DSKV15, MR15] for the principal and rectangular
nilpotents, [Che92, DSKV14a] for the minimal and short nilpotents. For the vector
and matrix “constrained” nilpotents the explicit formulas the λ-brackets of W(g, f)
were, in fact, not known, and our formulas (7.48) and (7.50) constitute a new result
obtained by our general method.
Our construction encompasses many well known reductions of the (matrix) KP
hierarchy and automatically provides them with a bi-Poisson structure. For exam-
ple, if f is a principal nilpotent element of glN , then L1(∂) is the “generic” monic
scalar differential operator of order N , and in this case (1.5) is the Gelfand-Dickey
N -th KdV hierarchy. If f is a rectangular nilpotent, we similarly obtain the p1-th
r1×r1 matrix KdV hierarchy. If f is a vector constrained nilpotent, we obtain a bi-
Hamiltonian hierarchy whose Dirac reduction is the (N −p1)-vector p1-constrained
KP hierarchy studied by many authors [YO76, Ma81, KSS91, Che92, KS92, SS93,
ZC94]. If f is a matrix constrained nilpotent, we obtain a matrix generalization of
the vector constrained KP hierarchy. In fact, for every partition p of N , we obtain
a reduction of the r1× r1 matrix KP hierarchy, thereby providing all classical affine
W-algebras associated to glN with an integrable bi-Hamiltonian hierarchy.
Our method can be extended to the other classical Lie algebras g = soN and
spN . Moreover, the Adler type operator approach to W-algebras has a natural
quantization, related to the notion of Yangians. We plan to address these questions
in forthcoming publications.
The first two authors would like to acknowledge the hospitality of IHES, France,
where this work was completed in the summer of 2015. The first author is supported
by a national FIRB grant, the second author is supported by an NSF grant, and
the third author is supported by an NSFC “Research Fund for International Young
Scientists” grant.
2. (bi)Adler type matrix pseudodifferential operators and
(bi)Hamiltonian hierarchies
In this section we review the main notions and the main results of [DSKVnew],
which will be used in the following sections. Throughout the paper the base field
F is a field of characteristic 0.
2.1. (bi)Poisson vertex algebras and (bi)Hamiltonian equations. By a dif-
ferential algebra we mean a commutative associative unital algebra V with a deriva-
tion ∂ : V → V . A λ-bracket on V is a bilinear (over F) map {· λ ·} : V × V → V [λ]
satisfying the following axioms (a, b, c ∈ V):
(i) sesquilinearity: {∂aλb} = −λ{aλb}, {aλ∂b} = (λ+ ∂){aλb};
(ii) Leibniz rules: {aλbc} = {aλb}c+ {aλc}b, {abλc} = {aλ+∂c}→b+ {bλ+∂c}→a,
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where → means that ∂ is moved to the right. We say that V is a Poisson vertex
algebra (PVA) if it is endowed with a λ-bracket {· λ ·} satisfying (a, b, c ∈ V)
(iii) skewsymmetry: {bλa} = −{a−λ−∂b} (with ∂ acting on the coefficients);
(iv) Jacobi identity: {aλ{bµc}} − {bµ{aλc}} = {{aλb}λ+µc}.
If an F[∂]-module R is endowed with a sesquilinear map {· λ ·} : R × R → R[λ]
satisfying the skewsymmetry and Jacobi identity axioms, we say that R is a Lie
conformal algebra.
Let V be a Poisson vertex algebra with λ-bracket {· λ ·}. We have the corre-
sponding Lie algebra on V/∂V with Lie bracket {
∫
f,
∫
g} =
∫
{fλg}
∣∣
λ=0
, and a rep-
resentation of the Lie algebra V/∂V on V given by the action {
∫
f, g} = {fλg}
∣∣
λ=0
.
Recall that the basic problem in the theory of integrability is to construct an infi-
nite sequence of elements
∫
hn ∈ V/∂V , n ∈ Z+, called Hamiltonian functionals, in
involution, i.e. such that
{
∫
hm,
∫
hn} = 0 for all m,n ∈ Z+ .
In this case we obtain a hierarchy of compatible Hamiltonian equations
du
dtn
= {
∫
hn, u} , u ∈ V .
Let {· λ ·}0 and {· λ ·}1 be two λ-brackets on the same differential algebra V . We
can consider the pencil of λ-brackets
{· λ ·}ǫ = {· λ ·}0 + ǫ{· λ ·}1 , ǫ ∈ F . (2.1)
We say that V is a bi-PVA if {· λ ·}ǫ is a PVA λ-bracket on V for every ǫ ∈ F. Clearly,
for this it suffices that {· λ ·}0, {· λ ·}1 and {· λ ·}0 + {· λ ·}1 are PVA λ-brackets.
Let V be a bi-Poisson vertex algebra with λ-brackets {· λ ·}0 and {· λ ·}1. A
bi-Hamiltonian equation is an evolution equation which can be written in Hamil-
tonian form with respect to both PVA λ-brackets and two Hamiltonian functionals∫
h0,
∫
h1 ∈ V/∂V :
du
dt
= {
∫
h0, u}0 = {
∫
h1, u}1 , u ∈ V .
The usual way to prove integrability for a bi-Hamiltonian equation is to solve the
so called Lenard-Magri recurrence relation (u ∈ V):
{
∫
hn, u}0 = {
∫
hn+1, u}1 , n ∈ Z+ . (2.2)
In this way, we get the corresponding hierarchy of bi-Hamiltonian equations
du
dtn
= {
∫
hn, u}0 = {
∫
hn+1, u}1 , n ∈ Z+, u ∈ V .
2.2. Adler type matrix pseudodifferential operators.
Definition 2.1 ([DSKV15]). An M ×N matrix pseudodifferential operator A(∂)
over a differential algebra V is of Adler type with respect to a λ-bracket {· λ ·} on
V , if, for every (i, j), (h, k) ∈ {1, . . . ,M} × {1, . . . , N}, we have
{Aij(z)λAhk(w)} = Ahj(w + λ+ ∂)ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1(Aik)
∗(λ− z)
−Ahj(z)ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1Aik(w) .
(2.3)
In (2.3) (Aik)
∗(∂) denotes the formal adjoint of the scalar pseudodifferential opera-
tor Aik(∂), and (Aik)
∗(z) is its symbol, and ιz denotes the expansion in geometric
series for large z. Also, let S ∈MatM×N F. We say that A is of S-Adler type with
respect to two λ-brackets {· λ ·}0 and {· λ ·}1 if, for every ǫ ∈ F, A(∂) + ǫS is a
matrix of Adler type with respect to the λ-bracket {· λ ·}ǫ. In the case M = N , we
also say that A is of bi-Adler type if it is of 1N -Adler type. This is equivalent to
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saying that A(∂) is a matrix of Adler type with respect to the λ-bracket {· λ ·}0,
i.e. (2.3) holds, and that
{Aij(z)λAhk(w)}1 = δikιz(z−w−λ)
−1
(
Ahj(w + λ)−Ahj(z)
)
+ δhjιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1
(
(Aik)
∗(λ− z)−Aik(w)
)
.
(2.4)
Example 2.2. For a Lie algebra g with a non-degenerate symmetric invariant
bilinear form (· | ·) and an element S ∈ g, we define the corresponding pencil of affine
PVAs Vǫ(g, S) as follows. The underlying differential algebra is the algebra V(g)
of differential polynomials over g. The PVA λ-bracket, depending on a parameter
ǫ ∈ F, is given on generators by
{aλb}ǫ = [a, b] + (a|b)λ+ ǫ(S|[a, b]), a, b ∈ g , (2.5)
and extended to V(g) by the sesquilinearity axioms and the Leibniz rules. As shown
in [DSKVnew, Ex.3.4] we have the following N ×N matrix differential operator of
S-Adler type with respect to the bi-PVA structure of Vǫ(g, S), where g = glN with
the trace form (· | ·):
A(∂) = 1N∂ +Q , where Q =
N∑
i,j=1
qjiEij ∈MatN×N V(g) . (2.6)
Here and further we denote by Eij ∈ MatN×N F the elementary matrix with 1 in
position (ij) and 0 everywhere else, and we denote by qij ∈ g = glN the same
matrix when viewed as an element of the differential algebra V(g). Hence, Q in
(2.6) is the N ×N matrix which, in position (ij), has entry qji ∈ V(g).
One of the main properties of Adler type operator, which will be used later, is
the following:
Theorem 2.3 ([DSKVnew, Thm.3.7(c)]). Let V be a differential algebra with a
λ-bracket {· λ ·}. Let A(∂) ∈ MatN×N V((∂
−1)) be a matrix pseudodifferential op-
erator of Adler type with respect to the λ-bracket of V. If A(∂) is invertible in
MatN×N V((∂
−1)), then A−1(∂) is of Adler type with respect to the opposite λ-
bracket −{· λ ·}.
The relation between operators of S-Adler type and Poisson vertex algebras is
described by the following result:
Theorem 2.4 ([DSKVnew, thm.6.3],[DSKV15]). Let A(∂) ∈ MatM×N V((∂
−1))
be an M × N -matrix pseudodifferential operator of S-Adler type, for some S ∈
MatM×N F, with respect to the λ-brackets {· λ ·}0 and {· λ ·}1 on V. Assume that
the coefficients of the entries of the matrix A(∂) generate V as a differential algebra.
Then V is a bi-PVA with the λ-brackets {· λ ·}0 and {· λ ·}1.
2.3. Integrable hierarchy associated to a matrix pseudodifferential oper-
ator of Adler type. The following Theorem, proved in [DSKVnew, Theorems 5.1
and 6.4], shows how (bi)Adler type operators can be used to construct integrable
(bi)Hamiltonian hierarchies.
Theorem 2.5. Let V be a differential algebra with a λ-bracket {· λ ·}. Let A(∂) ∈
MatN×N V((∂
−1)) be a matrix pseudodifferential operator of Adler type with respect
to the λ-bracket {· λ ·}, and assume that A(∂) is invertible in MatN×N V((∂
−1)).
For B(∂) ∈ MatN×N V((∂
−1)) a K-th root of A (i.e. A(∂) = B(∂)K for K ∈
Z\{0}) define the elements hn,B ∈ V, n ∈ Z, by
hn,B =
−K
|n|
Resz tr(B
n(z)) for n 6= 0 , h0 = 0 . (2.7)
Then:
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(a) All the elements
∫
hn,B are Hamiltonian functionals in involution:
{
∫
hm,B,
∫
hn,C} = 0 for all m,n ∈ Z, B, C roots of A . (2.8)
(b) The corresponding compatible hierarchy of Hamiltonian equations is
dA(z)
dtn,B
= {
∫
hn,B, A(z)} = [(B
n)+, A](z) , n ∈ Z, B root of A (2.9)
(in the RHS we are taking the symbol of the commutator of matrix pseudodif-
ferential operators), and the Hamiltonian functionals
∫
hn,C , n ∈ Z+, C root of
A, are integrals of motion of all these equations.
(c) If, moreover, A(∂) is of bi-Adler type with respect to two λ-brackets {· λ ·}0
and {· λ ·}1, then the elements hn,B ∈ V, n ∈ Z+, given by (2.7) satisfy the
generalized Lenard-Magri recurrence relation:
{
∫
hn,B, A(z)}0 = {
∫
hn+K,B, A(z)}1 = [(B
n)+, A](z) , n ∈ Z . (2.10)
Hence, (2.9) is a compatible hierarchy of bi-Hamiltonian equations, and all the
Hamiltonian functionals
∫
hn,C, n ∈ Z+, C root of A, are integrals of motion
of all the equations of this hierarchy.
2.4. Generalized quasideterminants. Following [DSKVnew] introduce the fol-
lowing generalization of quasideterminants, cf. [GGRW05]. Let A ∈ MatN×N R,
where R is a unital associative algebra, and let I ∈ MatN×M R, J ∈ MatM×N R,
for some M ≤ N .
Definition 2.6. The (I, J)-quasideterminant of A is
|A|IJ = (JA
−1I)−1 ∈MatM×M R , (2.11)
assuming that the RHS makes sense, i.e. that A is invertible in MatN×N R and
that JA−1I is invertible in MatM×M R.
A special case is when I and J are the following matrices:
INM =
(
1M×M
0(N−M)×M
)
∈MatN×M F , (2.12)
and
JMN =
(
1M×M 0M×(N−M)
)
∈MatM×N F . (2.13)
In this case the corresponding quasideterminant has the following explicit formula
([DSKVnew, Prop.4.2])
|A|INMJMN = a− bd
−1c , (2.14)
where A has the block form A =
(
a b
c d
)
, where a, b, c and d are matrices of
sizes M ×M , M × (N −M), (N −M)×M , and (N −M)× (N −M) respectively.
Let I = I1I2 and J = J2J1, where I1 ∈ MatN×M1 R, J1 ∈ MatM1×N R,
I2 ∈ MatM1×M2 R and J2 ∈ MatM2×M1 R. The following hereditary property of
generalized quasideterminants is an obvious consequence of the definition (2.11):
|A|IJ = ||A|I1J1 |I2J2 , (2.15)
provided that all generalized quasideterminants involved exist.
The following result, based on Theorem 2.3, says that identity (2.3) is preserved
under taking generalized quasideterminants.
Theorem 2.7 ([DSKVnew, Prop.4.6]). Let V be a differential algebra with a λ-
bracket {· λ ·}. Let A(∂) ∈ MatN×N V((∂
−1)) be a matrix pseudodifferential opera-
tor of Adler type with respect to the λ-bracket of V. Then, for every I ∈ MatN×M F
and J ∈ MatM×N F with M ≤ N , the generalized quasideterminant |A(∂)|IJ , pro-
vided that it exists, is an M ×M matrix pseudodifferential operator of Adler type.
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A simple but important result, which we will use in Section 4, is the following
generalization of [DSKVnew, Thm.4.5]:
Theorem 2.8. Let A ∈ MatN×N R, I ∈ MatN×M R, J ∈ MatM×N R, and S0 ∈
MatM×M R,for some M ≤ N . Let also S = IS0J ∈ MatN×N R. Assume that
the (I, J)-quasideterminant |A|IJ exists and that the matrix A+ S ∈MatN×N R is
invertible. Then, the (I, J)-quasideterminant of A+ S exists, and it is given by
|A+ S|IJ = |A|IJ + S0 . (2.16)
Proof. It is the same as the proof of [DSKVnew, Thm.4.5]: multiplying the identity
A + S = A + S by J(A + S)−1 on the left and by A−1I|A|IJ on the right, we get
that S0+ |A|IJ is a right inverse of J(A+S)
−1I, and multiplying the same identity
A + S = A + S by |A|IJJA
−1 on the left and by (A + S)−1I on the right, we get
that S0 + |A|IJ is a left inverse of J(A+ S)
−1I. 
2.5. A new scheme of integrability of bi-Hamiltonian PDE. In [DSKVnew,
Sec.6.3] we propose the following scheme of integrability, based on Theorems 2.5
and 2.8. Let V be a differential algebra with compatible PVA λ-brackets {· λ ·}0 and
{· λ ·}1. Let S ∈ MatN×N F and let A(∂) ∈ MatN×N V((∂
−1)) be an operator of
S-Adler type with respect to the λ-brackets {· λ ·}0 and {· λ ·}1. Assume (without
loss of generality) that the differential algebra V is generated by the coefficients
of A(∂). Then, we obtain an integrable hierarchy of bi-Hamiltonian equations as
follows:
1. consider the canonical factorization S = IJ , where J : FN ։ Im(S) and I :
Im(S) →֒ FN ;
2. assume that the (I, J)-quasideterminant |A|IJ(∂) exists; then, by Theorem 2.8
and Proposition 2.7 |A|IJ is anM×M matrix pseudodifferential operator (where
M = dim Im(S)) of bi-Adler type with respect to the same λ-brackets {· λ ·}0
and {· λ ·}1;
3. consider the family of local functionals {
∫
hn,B |n ∈ Z, B a K-th root of |A|IJ}
given by (2.7); then, by Theorem 2.5 they are all Hamiltonian functionals in
involution with respect to both PVA λ-brackets {· λ ·}0 and {· λ ·}1, and they
satisfy the Lenard-Magri recurrence relation (2.10);
4. we thus get an integrable hierarchy of bi-Hamiltonian equations
du
dtn,B
= {
∫
hn,B, u}0 = {
∫
hn+K,B, u}1 , (2.17)
provided that the
∫
hn,B span an infinite dimensional space.
In the present paper we implement the above scheme to construct integrable
hierarchies associated to the classical affine W-algebrasW(g, f) for the Lie algebra
g = glN and an arbitrary nilpotent element f ∈ g.
Remark 2.9. The canonical factorization S = IJ , with I ∈ MatN×M F and J ∈
MatM×N F, is unique up to a choice of basis of ImS. Changing basis leads to
a conjugation of the generalized quasideterminant |A|IJ by the change of basis
matrix. Hence, the functionals
∫
hn,B, n ∈ Z+, defined by (2.7), are independent
of the choice of basis.
2.6. Generic matrices and their properties. Let V be a differential algebra.
Assume that V is an integral domain, and let K be its field of fractions, which is
automatically a differential field.
Definition 2.10. A matrix Q ∈ MatN×N˜ V is called generic if its entries are
differentially independent, i.e. there is no non-zero differential polynomial over the
base field F satisfied by the entries of the matrix Q.
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Lemma 2.11. If Q ∈MatN×N˜ V is a generic matrix then every submatrix obtained
by considering some rows and columns of Q is generic.
Proof. Obvious. 
Lemma 2.12. Let P1 ∈ MatN×N F and P2 ∈ MatN˜×N˜ F be invertible matrices
with entries in the field of constants F. A matrix Q ∈ MatN×N˜ V is generic if and
only if the matrix P1QP2 ∈MatN×N˜ V is generic.
Proof. The change of variable mapping the entries qij of the matrix Q to the entries
q˜ij of the matrix P1QP2 is invertible. Hence, if there exists a non-zero differential
polynomial over F which is zero when evaluated on the qij ’s, after the change of
variable we get a non trivial differential polynomial which is zero when evaluated
on the q˜ij ’s, and conversely. 
Lemma 2.13. Let Q ∈ MatN×N˜ V be a generic matrix. Let J ∈ MatM×N F be a
constant matrix of rank M (≤ N), and let I ∈ MatN˜×M˜ F be a constant matrix of
rank M˜ (≤ N˜). Then the matrix JQI ∈ MatM×M˜ V is generic.
Proof. By elementary transformations, there exist invertible constant matrices P1 ∈
MatM×M F, P2 ∈MatN×N F, P3 ∈MatN˜×N˜ F and P4 ∈MatM˜×M˜ F such that
P1JP2 =
(
1M×M 0M×(N−M)
)
, P3IP4 =
(
1M˜×M˜
0(N˜−M˜)×M˜
)
.
Hence, the matrix
P1JQIP4 =
(
1M×M 0M×(N−M)
)
P−12 QP
−1
3
(
1M˜×M˜
0(N˜−M˜)×M˜
)
coincides with the upper leftM×M˜ block of the matrix P−12 QP
−1
3 , which is generic
by Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12. Therefore, by Lemma 2.12 it follows that the matrix
JQI is generic as well. 
Lemma 2.14. If Q ∈MatN×N K is a generic matrix then it is invertible.
Proof. The determinant of Q, being a non-zero polynomial in the entries of Q,
cannot be zero. 
Lemma 2.15. Let A(∂) ∈ MatN×N K((∂
−1)) be a matrix pseudodifferential oper-
ator with the block form
A(∂) =
(
A11(∂) A12(∂)
A21(∂) A22(∂)
)
,
where the submatrices A11(∂) ∈Matr×r K((∂
−1)), A12(∂) ∈Matr×(N−r)K((∂
−1)),
A21(∂) ∈ Mat(N−r)×rK((∂
−1)), A22(∂) ∈ Mat(N−r)×(N−r)K((∂
−1)), are pseudo-
differential operators of orders (= maximal orders of their entries) n11, n12, n21
and n22 ∈ Z respectively, such that n11 + n22 > n12 + n21. Assume moreover that
the square matrices A11(∂) and A22(∂) have invertible leading coefficients. Then
the matrix A(∂) is invertible.
Proof. Under our assumptions, the matrices A11(∂) and A22(∂), having invertible
leading coefficients, are invertible, and their inverses have order −n11 and −n22
respectively. Moreover, under the conditions on the orders, the matrices
A11(∂)−A12(∂)A22(∂)
−1A21(∂) and A22(∂)−A21(∂)A11(∂)
−1A12(∂)
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have order n11 and n22 respectively, and they have the same (invertible) leading
coefficients of A11(∂) and A22(∂) respectively. Hence, they are invertible as well.
But then the inverse matrix of A(∂) exists since it has the block form
A(∂)−1 =
(
B11(∂) B12(∂)
B21(∂) B22(∂)
)
,
where
B11(∂) = (A11(∂)− A12(∂)A22(∂)
−1A21(∂))
−1 ,
B12(∂) = −A11(∂)
−1A12(∂)(A22(∂)−A21(∂)A11(∂)
−1A12(∂))
−1 ,
B21(∂) = −A22(∂)
−1A21(∂)(A11(∂)−A12(∂)A22(∂)
−1A21(∂))
−1 ,
B22(∂) = (A22(∂)− A21(∂)A11(∂)
−1A12(∂))
−1 .

Proposition 2.16. Let A(∂) = An∂
n + An−1∂
n−1 + · · · ∈ MatN×N K((∂
−1)) be
a matrix pseudodifferential operator such that An ∈ MatN×N F and the matrix
An−1 ∈ MatN×N K is generic. Then A(∂) is invertible in MatN×N K((∂
−1)).
Proof. After multiplying A(∂) on the left and on the right by invertible matrices in
MatN×N F, we can assume that An has block form
An =
(
1r 0
0 0
)
,
where r is the rank of An. In this case, the matrix A(∂) has the block form
A(∂) =
(
1r∂
n +An−1;11∂
n−1 + . . . An−1;12∂
n−1 + . . .
An−1;21∂
n−1 + . . . An−1;22∂
n−1 + . . .
)
.
The matrix An−1;22 is generic by Lemma 2.11, and therefore it is invertible by
Lemma 2.14. Hence, the above block form of the matrix A(∂) satisfies all the
assumptions of Lemma 2.15. 
Example 2.17. Proposition 2.16 is false if we replace the assumption that An−1
is generic by the assumption that An−1 is invertible. For example, the matrix 0 a′ −a0 0 1
1 a 0
, a ∈ K, is non-degenerate provided that a′ 6= 0, but the matrix 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
 ∂ +
 0 a′ −a0 0 1
1 a 0
 is degenerate for every a.
3. Classical affine W-algebras and associated bi-Poisson structures
3.1. Definition of the classical affine W-algebra Wǫ(g, f, S). We review here
the construction of the classical affine W-algebra following [DSKV13]. Let g be
a reductive Lie algebra with a non-degenerate symmetric invariant bilinear form
(· | ·), and let {f, 2x, e} ⊂ g be an sl2-triple in g. We have the corresponding adx-
eigenspace decomposition
g =
⊕
k∈ 1
2
Z
gk where gk =
{
a ∈ g
∣∣ [x, a] = ka} , (3.1)
so that f ∈ g−1, x ∈ g0 and e ∈ g1. We let d be the depth of the grading, i.e. the
maximal eigenvalue of adx. For a subspace a ⊂ g we denote by V(a) the algebra
of differential polynomials over a, i.e. V(a) = S(F[∂]a).
Consider the pencil of affine PVAs Vǫ(g, S) defined in Example 2.2. We shall
assume that S lies in gd. In this case the F[∂]-submodule F[∂]g≥ 1
2
⊂ V(g) is a
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Lie conformal subalgebra of Vǫ(g, S) with the λ-bracket {aλb}ǫ = [a, b], a, b ∈ g≥ 1
2
(it is independent of ǫ, since S commutes with g≥ 1
2
). Consider the differential
subalgebra V(g≤ 1
2
) of V(g), and denote by ρ : V(g) ։ V(g≤ 1
2
), the differential
algebra homomorphism defined on generators by
ρ(a) = π≤ 1
2
(a) + (f |a), a ∈ g , (3.2)
where π≤ 1
2
: g → g≤ 1
2
denotes the projection with kernel g≥1. We have a rep-
resentation of the Lie conformal algebra F[∂]g≥ 1
2
on the differential subalgebra
V(g≤ 1
2
) ⊂ V(g), with the action of a ∈ g≥ 1
2
on g ∈ V(g≤ 1
2
) given by ρ{aλg}ǫ (note
that the RHS is independent of ǫ since, by assumption, S ∈ gd).
The classical W-algebra Wǫ(g, f, S) is, by definition, the differential algebra
W =W(g, f) =
{
w ∈ V(g≤ 1
2
)
∣∣ ρ{aλw}ǫ = 0 for all a ∈ g≥ 1
2
} , (3.3)
endowed with the following pencil of PVA λ-brackets
{vλw}
W
ǫ = ρ{vλw}ǫ, v, w ∈ W . (3.4)
With a slight abuse of notation, we shall denote by W(g, f) also the W-algebra
Wǫ(g, f, S) for ǫ = 0 (or, equivalently, S = 0).
Theorem 3.1 ([DSKV13, Lem.3.1, Lem.3.2, Cor.3.3]). (a) W ⊂ V(g≤ 1
2
) is a dif-
ferential subalgebra and, for every v, w ∈ W, we have ρ{vλw}ǫ ∈ W [λ]. Hence,
the λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
ǫ : W ⊗ W → W [λ], given by (3.4), defines a pencil of
PVA structures on W.
(b) For g, h ∈ V(g) such that ρ(g), ρ(h) ∈ W, we have {ρ(g)λρ(h)}
W
ǫ = ρ{gλh}ǫ.
Remark 3.2. The definition of the W-algebra can be generalized to the case of an
arbitrary good grading g = ⊕jgj such that f ∈ g−1 (not necessarily the Dynkin
grading) [EK05], and to arbitrary isotropic subspace ℓ ⊂ g 1
2
(not necessarily ℓ = 0,
as above) cf. [DSKV13]. In fact, it can be proved that the “second” Poisson
structure {· λ ·}0 is independent of the choice of good grading and isotropic subspace
[BG07]. On the other hand, the “first” Poisson structure {· λ ·}1 may vary with
these choices, and so the corresponding bi-Hamiltonian integrable hierarchies as
described in Section 4 may be different. In this paper, for simplicity, we stick to
the traditional choice of Dynkin grading and isotropic subspace ℓ = 0. However, it
should be interesting to investigate how the choices of good grading and isotropic
subspaces affect the corresponding bi-Hamiltonian hierarchies.
3.2. Structure Theorem for classical affine W-algebras. Fix a subspace U ⊂
g complementary to [f, g], which is compatible with the grading (3.1). For example,
we could take U = ge, the Slodowy slice, as we did in [DSKV13] and [DSKV16],
however, in Section 5.1 we will make a different, more convenient, choice for U .
Since ad f : gj → gj−1 is surjective for j ≤
1
2 , we have g≤− 12 ⊂ [f, g]. In particular,
we have the direct sum decomposition
g≥− 1
2
= [f, g≥ 1
2
]⊕ U . (3.5)
Note that, by the non-degeneracy of (· | ·), the orthocomplement to [f, g] is gf , the
centralizer of f in g. Hence, the direct sum decomposition dual to (3.5) has the
form
g≤ 1
2
= U⊥ ⊕ gf . (3.6)
As a consequence of (3.6) we have the decomposition in a direct sum of subspaces
V(g≤ 1
2
) = V(gf )⊕ 〈U⊥〉 , (3.7)
where 〈U⊥〉 is the differential algebra ideal of V(g≤ 1
2
) generated by U⊥. Let πgf :
V(g≤ 1
2
)։ V(gf ) be the canonical quotient map, with kernel 〈U⊥〉.
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As an immediate consequence of [DSKV13, Thm.3.14(c)] and [DSKV16, Cor.4.1],
we get the following:
Theorem 3.3. The map πgf restricts to a differential algebra isomorphism
π := πgf |W : W
∼
−→ V(gf ) ,
hence we have the inverse differential algebra isomorphism
w =: V(gf )
∼
−→ W ,
which associates to every element q ∈ gf the (unique) element w(q) ∈ W of the
form w(q) = q + r, with r ∈ 〈U⊥〉.
Remark 3.4. In [DSKV16, Cor.4.1] the analogue of Theorem 3.3 is stated with
the choice U = ge. However the proof there works verbatim for every choice of a
subspace U ⊂ g complementary to [f, g] and compatible with the grading (3.1).
3.3. W-algebras as limit of Dirac reductions. Let us briefly recall the defini-
tion of the Dirac reduction of a PVA, following [DSKV14b]. Let V be a Poisson
vertex algebra with PVA λ-bracket {· λ ·}. Assume that V is a domain with dif-
ferential field of fractions K. Let 〈θα〉
ℓ
α=1 ⊂ V be the differential algebra ideal
generated by elements θ1, . . . , θℓ ∈ V . Assume that the ℓ × ℓ matrix differential
operator C(∂) =
(
Cαβ(∂)
)ℓ
α,β=1
with symbol
Cβα(λ) = {θαλθβ} (3.8)
is non-degenerate, i.e. it is invertible in the ring Matℓ×ℓK((∂
−1)). Then, the Dirac
reduction of the PVA V by the constraints {θα}
ℓ
α=1 is the quotient differential
algebra VD = V/〈θα〉
ℓ
α=1, endowed with the following Dirac reduced (non-local)
PVA λ-bracket,
{π(a)λπ(b)}
D = π
(
{aλb} −
ℓ∑
α,β=1
{θβλ+∂b}→(C
−1)βα(λ+ ∂){aλθα}
)
, (3.9)
where π : V → VD is the canonical quotient map. For a definition of non-local
λ-brackets and non-local Poisson vertex algebra, see [DSK13].
In this section we show that theW-algebraWǫ(g, f, S) can be obtained as a limit
of Dirac reductions of the affine vertex algebra Vǫ(g, S). Let {uα}
ℓ
α=1 be a basis of
g≥1 and let {u
α}ℓα=1 be the dual basis of g≤−1. Consider the elements, depending
on the parameter t ∈ F,
θα(t) = uα − (f |uα) +
1
2
tuα , α = 1, . . . , ℓ . (3.10)
Denote by πt : V(g)→ V(g)/〈θα(t)〉
ℓ
α=1 the canonical quotient map. Note that, for
t = 0, it coincides with the map ρ : V(g) → V(g)/〈θα(0)〉
ℓ
α=1 ≃ V(g≤ 1
2
) given by
(3.2).
By the definition (2.5) of the λ-bracket on Vǫ(g, S), the matrix C(∂) defined by
(3.8) has entries
Cβα(∂) = tδαβ∂ + [θα(t), θβ(t)] + ǫ(S|[θα(t), θβ(t)]) . (3.11)
In particular, for every t 6= 0, it is a matrix differential operator of order 1 with
leading coefficient t1ℓ, and so it is invertible in Matℓ×ℓ V(g). Then, we can consider
the Dirac reduction of the PVA Vǫ(g, S) by the constraints {θα(t)}
ℓ
α=1.
Note that the quotient differential algebra V(g)/〈θα(t)〉
ℓ
α=1 is canonically iso-
morphic to V(g≤ 1
2
). Hence, the W-algebra Wǫ(g, f, S) ⊂ V(g≤ 1
2
), as a differential
algebra, is a subalgebra of Vǫ(g, S)
D = V(g)/〈θα(t)〉
ℓ
α=1 ≃ V(g≤ 1
2
). We claim that
the W-algebra λ-bracket on Wǫ(g, f, S) can be obtained as the limit for t → 0 of
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the Dirac reduced λ-bracket on Vǫ(g, S)
D, restricted to Wǫ(g, f, S). Indeed, for
v, w ∈ Wǫ(g, f, S) we have,
{vλw}
D
ǫ = πt{vλw}ǫ −
ℓ∑
α,β=1
πt{θβ(t)λ+∂w}ǫ,→πt
(
Cβα(t;λ+ ∂)
)
πt{vλθα(t)}ǫ .
(3.12)
But, for t→ 0, we have θα(t) = uα− (f |uα)+O(t), and therefore, by the definition
(3.3) of the W-algebra, we have πt{θβ(t)λw}ǫ = ρ{uβλw}ǫ + O(t) = O(t), and
similarly, πt{vλθα(t)}ǫ = O(t). On the other hand, πt
(
Cβα(t;λ + ∂)
)
= O(1
t
).
Therefore, the summation in the RHS of (3.12) vanishes in the limit t → 0. In
conclusion,
{vλw}
D
ǫ
t→0
−→ ρ{vλw}ǫ = {vλw}
W
ǫ . (3.13)
4. Operator of bi-Adler type for Wǫ(glN , f, S) and the corresponding
integrable bi-Hamiltonian hierarchies
4.1. Setup and notation. We fix a convenient basis of g = glN , associated to a
nilpotent element f ∈ g and the corresponding Dynkin grading.
Let p = (p1, . . . , pr), with p1 ≥ · · · ≥ pr > 0, be a partition of N . We associate
to it a symmetric (with respect to the y-axis) pyramid, with boxes indexed by (i, h)
in the set (of cardinality N)
J =
{
(i, h) ∈ Z2+
∣∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ h ≤ pi} , (4.1)
with i and h being respectively the row index (starting from the bottom) and the
column index (starting from the right). For example, for the partition (9, 7, 4, 4) of
24, we have the pyramid in Figure 1.
(19) (18) (17) (16) (15) (14) (13) (12) (11)
(27) (26) (25) (24) (23) (22) (21)
(34) (33) (32) (31)
(44) (43) (42) (41)
✲
x0 1 2 3 4-1-2-3-4
1
2
3
2
5
2
7
2
−
1
2
−
3
2
−
5
2
−
7
2
Figure 1.
We also let r1 be the number or rows of maximal length p1 (i.e. the multiplicity of
p1 in the partition p). For example in Figure 1 we have r1 = 1.
Let V be the N -dimensional vector space over F with basis {eih}(i,h)∈J . The
Lie algebra g = gl(V ) has a basis consisting of the elementary matrices E(ih),(jk),
(ih), (jk) ∈ J . The nilpotent element f ∈ g associated to the partition p is the
“shift” operator: f(eih) = ei,h+1, for h < pi, and f(ei,pi) = 0. In terms of elemen-
tary matrices,
f =
∑
(ih)∈J |h<pi
E(i,h+1),(ih) . (4.2)
If we order the indices (ih) lexicographically, f has Jordan form with nilpotent
Jordan blocks of sizes p1, . . . , pr. The elementary matrix E(jk),(ih) in g can be
depicted by an arrow going from the center of the box (ih) to the center of the box
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(jk). In particular, f is depicted as the sum of all the arrows pointing from each
box to the next one on the left.
We also let x ∈ g be the diagonal endomorphism of V whose eigenvalue on eih is
1
2 (pi + 1− 2h), i.e. the 1-st coordinate of the center of the corresponding box (see
Figure 1). It follows that the elementary matrices E(ih),(jk) are eigenvectors with
respect to the adjoint action of x:
(adx)E(ih),(jk) =
(1
2
(pi − pj)− (h− k)
)
E(ih),(jk) . (4.3)
This defines a 12Z-gradation of g, given by the adx-eigenvalues as in (3.1). The
depth of this gradation is d = p1 − 1.
4.2. Canonical factorization in gd. Note that the adx-eigenspace of maximal
degree is
gd = SpanF
{
E(i1),(jp1)
∣∣ i, j = 1, . . . , r1} . (4.4)
We have a natural bijection gd
∼
−→ Matr1×r1 F given by
S =
r1∑
i,j=1
sijE(i1),(jp1) 7→ S¯ =
(
sij
)r1
i,j=1
. (4.5)
For example, the element of gd, corresponding to 1r1 ∈Matr1×r1 F, is the matrix
S1 =
r1∑
i=1
E(i1),(ip1) . (4.6)
Let S ∈ gd, and let r¯ ≤ r1 be its rank. The following proposition gives an
explicit description of its canonical factorization S = IJ , where I ∈MatN×r¯ F and
J ∈ Matr¯×N F are the matrices associated (in some basis of Im(S)) to the maps
I : Im(S) →֒ FN , X 7→ X , and J : FN ։ Im(S), X 7→ S(X).
Proposition 4.1. (a) The canonical factorization of the matrix S1 in (4.6) is S1 =
I1J1, where
I1 =
r1∑
i=1
E(i1),i ∈ MatN×r1 F , J1 =
r1∑
i=1
Ei,(ip1) ∈Matr1×N F . (4.7)
(b) If S¯ = I¯ J¯ , with I¯ ∈ Matr1×r¯ F and J¯ ∈ Matr¯×r1 F, is the canonical factor-
ization of S¯ ∈ Matr1×r1 F (where r¯ ≤ r1 is the rank of S¯), then the canonical
factorization of the element S ∈ gd corresponding to S¯ via (4.5) is S = IJ ,
where
I = I1I¯ ∈MatN×r¯ F , J = J¯J1 ∈ Matr¯×N F . (4.8)
Proof. Clearly, I1 and J1 in (4.7) are rectangular matrices of maximal rank r1, and
it is immediate to check that I1J1 = S1. This proves part (a). Moreover, if I and
J are as in (4.8), then
IJ = I1I¯ J¯J1 = I1S¯J1 =
r1∑
i,j=1
E(i1),iS¯Ej,(jp1) =
r1∑
i,j=1
sijE(i1),(jp1) = S ,
proving (b). 
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4.3. Operator of bi-Adler type for Wǫ(g, f, S), ǫ ∈ F, and corresponding bi-
Hamiltonian integrable hierarchy. Let g = glN . Consider the pencil of affine
Poisson vertex algebras V = Vǫ(g, S), ǫ ∈ F, defined in Example 2.2, depending
on the matrix S ∈ MatN×N F. Recall that the matrix differential operator A(∂) ∈
MatN×N V [∂] in (2.6), is of S-Adler type with respect to the bi-PVA structure of
Vǫ(g, S), for every S ∈ MatN×N F.
We want to find an analogous operator for the affineW-algebras. Fix a non-zero
nilpotent element f ∈ g, associated to the partition p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ pr > 0 of N ,
and consider the corresponding pencil of W-algebras Wǫ(g, f, S), ǫ ∈ F, depending
on S ∈ gd, where d = p1 − 1 is the depth of the gradation (3.1). We will construct
a matrix pseudodifferential operator L1(∂) ∈ Matr1×r1 W((∂
−1)), where r1 is the
multiplicity of p1 in the partition, which is of S¯-Adler type with respect to the
bi-PVA structure of Wǫ(g, f, S), where S ∈ gd and S¯ ∈ Matr1×r1 F are related by
(4.5).
The operator L1(∂) is constructed as follows:
L1(∂) = |ρ(A(∂))|I1J1 = |1N∂ + ρ(Q)|I1J1 , (4.9)
where I1 and J1 are the matrices (4.7), given by the canonical factorization of
S1 ∈ gd, and ρ : V(g)→ V(g≤ 1
2
) is the map defined by (3.2).
In Section 4.4 we prove that the generalized quasideterminant (4.9) exists. In
fact, we show that, for every S¯ ∈ Matr1×r1 F and its canonical factorization S¯ =
I¯ J¯ , the generalized quasideterminant |L1(∂)|I¯J¯ exists over the field of fractions of
V(g≤ 1
2
). In Section 4.5 we show that the entries of the coefficients of L1(∂) actually
lie in the W-algebra Wǫ(g, f, S). Finally, in Section 4.6 we prove that, if S ∈ gd
and S¯ ∈ Matr1×r1 F are related by (4.5), then L1(∂) is a matrix pseudodifferential
operator of S¯-Adler type with respect to the bi-PVA structure ofWǫ(g, f, S), ǫ ∈ F.
Using the above stated results and following the scheme described in Section
2.5, we will be able to construct a bi-Hamiltonian integrable hierarchy for the bi-
Poisson structure of Wǫ(glN , f, S), for every nilpotent element f ∈ glN and every
non-zero element S ∈ gd. Such a hierarchy was constructed by Drinfeld and Sokolov
[DS85] for a principal nilpotent element f of an arbitrary simple Lie algebra g, and
their argument was generalized in different directions by many authors, all under
restrictive assumptions on the nilpotent element f [dGHM92, FHM93, BdGHM93,
DF95, FGMS95, FGMS96, DSKV13, DSKV14a].
Our idea is very simple. Take the matrix S¯ ∈ Matr1×r1 F corresponding to
S ∈ gd via (4.5), take its canonical factorization S¯ = I¯ J¯ , with I¯ ∈ Matr1×r¯ F
and J¯ ∈ Matr¯×r1 F (r¯ is the rank of S or, equivalently, of S¯), and consider the
generalized quasideterminant
L(∂) = |L1(∂)|I¯J¯ = |ρ(A(∂))|IJ . (4.10)
The second equality holds, for I = I1I¯ and J = J¯J1, by the hereditary property
(2.15) of generalized quasideterminants and by Proposition 4.1(b). By the results
of Section 4.4, the generalized quasideterminant (4.10) exists and, by the results of
Sections 4.5 and 4.6, L(∂) is a matrix pseudodifferential operator with coefficients
in the field of fractions K of W
(
= W(g, f)
)
, of bi-Adler type with respect to the
bi-Poisson structure of Wǫ(g, f, S), ǫ ∈ F. Hence, following the scheme described
in Section 2.5, we get that the Hamiltonian densities (cf. (2.7))
hn = −
1
n
tr Res∂ L(∂)
n , n ≥ 1 , (4.11)
are in involution with respect to both λ-brackets {· λ ·}
W
0 and {· λ ·}
W
1 of the bi-PVA
Wǫ(g, f, S), ǫ ∈ F, they satisfy the Lenard-Magri recurrence relation {
∫
hn, w}0 =
{
∫
hn+1, w}1 in the bi-PVA subalgebra W1 ⊂ K generated by the coefficients of
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L(∂), and they thus define an integrable hierarchy of (bi)Hamiltonian equations
(w ∈ W)
dw
dtn
= {
∫
hn, w}
W
0
(
= {
∫
hn+1, w}
W
1 if w ∈ W1
)
. (4.12)
More generally, by Theorem 2.5, we have a bigger family of integrals of mo-
tion in involution {
∫
hn,B}, parametrized by n ∈ Z+ and all possible roots B ∈
Matr¯×r¯ K(g, f)((∂
−1)) of L(∂).
In Section 6 we will compute explicitly the matrix pseudodifferential operator
L1(∂). This will be used in two ways: to find an explicit formula for the generators
of the W-algebra W(g, f), and to compute explicitly, in Section 7, the hierarchies
of bi-Hamiltonian equations for the W-algebra Wǫ(g, f, S), for various choices of
the nilpotent element f ∈ glN and the element S ∈ gd.
4.4. L(∂) exists.
Theorem 4.2. Let, as before, V(g≤ 1
2
) be the algebra of differential polynomials
over g≤ 1
2
, and let K(g≤ 1
2
) be its field of fractions.
(a) The matrix differential operator ρ(A(∂)) = 1N∂+ ρ(Q) in (2.6) is invertible in
MatN×N V(g≤ 1
2
)((∂−1)).
(b) Let S1 be as in (4.6), with its canonical factorization S1 = I1J1 defined by (4.7).
The matrix J1(1N∂ + ρ(Q))
−1I1 ∈Matr1×r1 V(g≤ 1
2
)((∂−1)) has an expansion
J1(1N∂ + ρ(Q))
−1I1 = (−1)
p1−1
1r1∂
−p1 + (−1)p1Q∂−p1−1 + . . . , (4.13)
where Q is a generic r1 × r1 matrix with entries in V(g≤ 1
2
).
(c) The generalized quasideterminant L1(∂) = |1N∂ + ρ(Q)|I1J1 exists, and it lies
in the algebra Matr1×r1 V(g≤ 1
2
)((∂−1)).
(d) Let S ∈ gd be a non-zero element of rank r¯ ≤ r1, and let S = IJ be its canonical
factorization, with I ∈ MatN×r¯ F and J ∈Matr¯×N F. Then J(1N∂+ρ(Q))
−1I
is invertible in Matr¯×r¯ K(g≤ 1
2
). In particular, the generalized quasidetermi-
nant L(∂) = |1N∂ + ρ(Q)|IJ exists for every non-zero S ∈ gd, and it lies in
Matr¯×r¯ K(g≤ 1
2
)((∂−1)).
Proof. The matrix differential operator ρ(A(∂)) is of order one with leading coef-
ficient 1N . Hence it is invertible in the algebra MatN×N V(g≤ 1
2
)((∂−1)), and its
inverse can be computed as geometric series expansion:
ρ(A(∂))−1 =
∞∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
(
∂−1 ◦ ρ(Q)
)ℓ
∂−1 . (4.14)
This proves part (a). Next, we prove part (b). By the definition (4.7) of the matrices
I1 and J1, J1(1N∂+ρ(Q))
−1I1 is an r1× r1-matrix with entry in row i and column
j (with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r1}) given by(
J1(1N∂ + ρ(Q))
−1I1
)
ij
=
∞∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
(
∂−1 ◦ ρ(Q) . . . ∂−1 ◦ ρ(Q)∂−1
)
(ip1),(j1)
=
∞∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
∑
(i0h0),(i1h1),...,(iℓhℓ)∈J
(i0h0)=(ip1), (iℓhℓ)=(j1)
∂−1 ◦ ρ(q(i1h1),(i0h0))∂
−1 ◦ ρ(q(i2h2),(i1h1)) . . . ∂
−1 ◦ ρ(q(iℓhℓ),(iℓ−1hℓ−1))∂
−1 .
(4.15)
Let xα =
1
2 (piα + 1− 2hα) ∈
1
2Z, α = 0, 1, . . . , ℓ. In particular,
x0 = −
1
2
(p1 − 1) = −
1
2
d , xℓ =
1
2
(p1 − 1) =
1
2
d . (4.16)
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By the definition (3.2) of the map ρ, the summand in the RHS of (4.15) vanishes
unless the indices (i0h0), (i1h1), . . . , (iℓhℓ) ∈ J satisfy the following conditions:
x1 − x0 ≤ 1 , x2 − x1 ≤ 1 , . . . , xℓ − xℓ−1 ≤ 1 . (4.17)
Moreover, by the definition (4.2) of f ,
if xα = xα−1 + 1 , then iα = iα−1 and hα = hα−1 − 1 . (4.18)
Clearly, from (4.16) and (4.17) we get that necessarily ℓ ≥ p1 − 1. Moreover, by
(4.18) we also have that if ℓ = p1 − 1 then necessarily
i0 = i1 = · · · = ip1−1 and h0 = p1, h1 = p1 − 1, . . . , hp1−1 = 1 ,
and, in this case,
ρ(q(i1h1),(i0h0)) = ρ(q(i2h2),(i1h1)) = · · · = ρ(q(iℓhℓ),(iℓ−1hℓ−1)) = 1 .
This proves that the pseudodifferential operator
(
J1(1N∂+ ρ(Q))
−1I1
)
ij
has order
≤ −p1, and the coefficient of ∂
−p1 is (−1)p1−1δij . In order to prove (b), we are left
to prove that the coefficients Qij of (−1)
p1∂−p1−1 in
(
J1(1N∂+ ρ(Q))
−1I1
)
ij
form
a generic matrix Q (according to Definition 2.10). By the above observations, the
only contributions to Qij come from the term with ℓ = p1 in the RHS of (4.15):
Qij =
∑
(i0h0),...,(ip1hp1)∈J
(i0h0)=(ip1),(ip1hp1 )=(j1)
ρ(q(i1h1),(i0h0))ρ(q(i2h2),(i1h1)) . . . ρ(q(ip1hp1),(ip1−1hp1−1)) .
(4.19)
There are only two types of contributions to the RHS of (4.19):
Type 1. The terms with
xα =
 −
1
2d+ α , for α = 0, . . . , s
− 12d+ α− 1 , for α = s+ 1, . . . , p1
for some s = 0, . . . , p1 − 1. In this case we have, by (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18),
(iα, hα) =
 (i, p1 − α) , for α = 0, . . . , s(j, p1 + 1− α) , for α = s+ 1, . . . , p1
so that, by the definition (3.2) of the map ρ,
ρ(q(iαhα),(iα−1hα−1)) = 1 for α 6= s+ 1 ,
and
ρ(q(is+1hs+1),(ishs)) = q(j,p1−s),(i,p1−s) ∈ g0 .
Type 2. The terms with
xα =

− 12d+ α , for α = 0, . . . , s
− 12d+ α−
1
2 , for α = s+ 1, . . . , t
− 12d+ α− 1 , for α = t+ 1, . . . , p1
for some 0 ≤ s < t < p1. In this case we have, by (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18),
(iα, hα) =

(i, p1 − α) , for α = 0, . . . , s
(˜i, h˜+ 1 + s− α) , for α = s+ 1, . . . , t
(j, p1 + 1− α) , for α = t+ 1, . . . , p1
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for some (˜i, h˜) ∈ J such that
pi˜ − 2h˜ = −p1 + 1 + 2s . (4.20)
Hence, by the definition (3.2) of the map ρ, we have
ρ(q(iαhα),(iα−1hα−1)) = 1 for α 6∈ {s+ 1, t+ 1} ,
and
ρ(q(is+1hs+1),(ishs)) = q(i,p1−s),(˜i,h˜) , ρ(q(it+1ht+1),(itht)) = q(j,p1−t),(˜i,h˜+s+1−t) ∈ g 12 .
It follows that
Qij =
p1−1∑
s=0
q(j,p1−s),(i,p1−s) +
∑
0≤s<t≤p1
∑
(˜i,h˜)∈J
s.t. (4.20) holds
q(i,p1−s),(˜i,h˜)q(j,p1−t),(˜i,h˜+s+1−t) .
(4.21)
We then observe that the matrix Q in (4.21) is generic since, for example, by letting
all the variables in g 1
2
equal to 0 and all the variables q(jk),(ih) with h 6= 1 equal to
0, we are left with the matrix
(
q(j1),(i1)
)r1
i,j=1
, which is clearly generic.
Part (c) follows from part (b) by taking geometric series expansion of L1(∂) =
(J1(1N∂+ ρ(Q))
−1I1)
−1 using (4.13), and part (d) is an immediate consequence of
part (b) and Propositions 2.16 and 4.1(b). 
4.5. L1(∂) has coefficients with entries in W. The following key result is the
only one which requires quite involved computations.
Theorem 4.3. Consider the matrix pseudodifferential operator
L−11 (∂) = J1(1N∂ + ρ(Q))
−1I1 ∈Matr1×r1 V(g≤ 1
2
)((∂−1)) , (4.22)
where I1, J1 are as in (4.7) and ρ is defined by (3.2). Then,
ρ{aλL
−1
1 (z)ij}ǫ = 0 for every i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r1} and a ∈ g≥ 1
2
. (4.23)
In particular, the entries of the coefficients of L−11 (∂) lie in the differential algebra
W(g, f) ⊂ V(g≤ 1
2
) (defined in (3.3)).
Proof. As in (4.15), we can expand L−11 (∂) in geometric series. Recalling that
f(jk),(ih) = δ(jk),(i,h+1), we get
L−11 (∂)ij =
∞∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
((
∂−1 ◦ (f + π≤ 1
2
Q)
)ℓ
∂−1
)
(ip1),(j1)
=
∞∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
∑
(i0h0),(i1h1),...,(iℓhℓ)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(iℓhℓ)(j1)
∂−1 ◦ (δ(i1h1),(i0,h0−1) + π≤ 12 q(i1h1),(i0h0))
∂−1 ◦ (δ(i2h2),(i1,h1−1) + π≤ 1
2
q(i2h2),(i1h1)) . . .
. . . ∂−1 ◦ (δ(iℓhℓ),(iℓ−1,hℓ−1−1) + π≤ 12 q(iℓhℓ),(iℓ−1hℓ−1))∂
−1 .
(4.24)
By grouping the terms with the same number of factors π≤ 1
2
q, we can rewrite
equation (4.24) as
L−11 (∂)ij = δij(−1)
p1−1∂−p1 +
∞∑
s=1
Xs;ij(∂) , (4.25)
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where
Xs;ij(∂) =
∞∑
n0,n1,...,ns=0
(−1)n0+n1+···+ns+s
∑
(i0h0),(i1h1),...,(ishs)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is,hs−ns)(j1)
∂−n0−1 ◦ π≤ 1
2
q(i1h1),(i0,h0−n0) ∂
−n1−1 ◦ π≤ 1
2
q(i2h2),(i1,h1−n1) . . .
. . . ∂−ns−1−1 ◦ π≤ 1
2
q(ishs),(is−1,hs−1−ns−1)∂
−ns−1
=
∞∑
n0,n1,...,ns=0
(−1)n0+n1+···+ns+s
∑
(i0h0),(i1h1),...,(ishs)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is,hs−ns)(j1)
s∏
r=1
(
∂−nr−1−1 ◦ π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
∂−ns−1 .
(4.26)
In order to prove (4.23), we need to compute ρ{aλXs;ij(z)}ǫ for a ∈ g≥ 1
2
. Recall
that, for a ∈ g≥ 1
2
and q ∈ g, we have
ρ{aλπ≤ 1
2
q}ǫ = ρ{aλq}ǫ = π≤ 1
2
[a, q] + (a|q)λ+ (f |[a, q]) .
Hence, by (4.26), the sesquilinearity axioms and the Leibniz rules, we have
ρ{aλXs;ij(z)}ǫ =
s∑
ℓ=1
(Ysℓ;ij(z) + Zs,ℓ;ij(z)) , (4.27)
where
Ysℓ;ij(z) =
∞∑
n0,...,ns=0
(−1)n0+···+ns+s
∑
(i0h0),(i1h1),...,(ishs)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is,hs−ns)(j1)
ℓ−1∏
r=1
(
(z + λ+ ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z + λ+ ∂)−nℓ−1−1π≤ 1
2
[a, q(iℓhℓ),(iℓ−1,hℓ−1−nℓ−1)]
s∏
r=ℓ+1
(
(z + ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z + ∂)−ns−1 ,
(4.28)
and
Zsℓ;ij(z) =
∞∑
n0,...,ns=0
(−1)n0+···+ns+s
∑
(i0h0),(i1h1),...,(ishs)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is,hs−ns)(j1)
ℓ−1∏
r=1
(
(z + λ+ ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z+λ+∂)−nℓ−1−1
(
(a|q(iℓhℓ),(iℓ−1,hℓ−1−nℓ−1))λ+ (f |[a, q(iℓhℓ),(iℓ−1,hℓ−1−nℓ−1)])
)
(z + ∂)−nℓ−1
s∏
r=ℓ+1
(
π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)(z + ∂)
−nr−1
)
.
(4.29)
Let a = q(j˜,k˜),(˜i,h˜) ∈ g≥ 12 . Then we have
(a|q(iℓhℓ),(iℓ−1,hℓ−1−nℓ−1)) = δ(iℓhℓ),(˜i,h˜)δ(iℓ−1hℓ−1),(j˜,k˜+nℓ−1) ,
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and
(f |[a, q(iℓhℓ),(iℓ−1,hℓ−1−nℓ−1)]) = δ(iℓhℓ),(˜ih˜)δ(iℓ−1hℓ−1),(j˜,k˜+nℓ−1+1)
− δ(iℓhℓ),(˜i,h˜−1)δ(iℓ−1hℓ−1),(j˜,k˜+nℓ−1) .
Hence, (4.29) becomes
Zsℓ;ij(z) =
∞∑
n0,...,ns=0
(−1)n0+···+ns+s
∑
(i0h0),(i1h1),...,(ishs)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is,hs−ns)(j1)
ℓ−1∏
r=1
(
(z + λ+ ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z+λ+∂)−nℓ−1−1(
δ(iℓhℓ),(˜i,h˜)δ(iℓ−1hℓ−1),(j˜,k˜+nℓ−1)λ+ δ(iℓhℓ),(˜ih˜)δ(iℓ−1hℓ−1),(j˜,k˜+nℓ−1+1)
− δ(iℓhℓ),(˜i,h˜−1)δ(iℓ−1hℓ−1),(j˜,k˜+nℓ−1)
)
(z + ∂)−nℓ−1
s∏
r=ℓ+1
(
π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)(z + ∂)
−nr−1
)
.
(4.30)
The RHS of (4.30) is sum of three terms, according to the three terms in the middle
parenthesis. We then make the following change of variables: we replace nℓ−1 + 1
by nℓ−1 in the second summand, and hℓ + 1 by hℓ and nℓ + 1 by nℓ in the third
summand. As a result we get
Zsℓ;ij(z) =
∞∑
n0,...,ns=0
(−1)n0+···+ns+s
∑
(i0h0),(i1h1),...,(ishs)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is,hs−ns)(j1)δ(iℓhℓ),(˜i,h˜)
δ(iℓ−1hℓ−1),(j˜,k˜+nℓ−1)
ℓ−1∏
r=1
(
(z + λ+ ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z+λ+∂)−nℓ−1−1
(
λ− (1− δnℓ−1,0)(z + λ+ ∂) + (1− δnℓ,0)(z + ∂)
)
(z + ∂)−nℓ−1
s∏
r=ℓ+1
(
π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)(z + ∂)
−nr−1
)
.
(4.31)
Since λ− (z + λ + ∂)− (z + ∂) = 0, the RHS of (4.31) is the sum of the following
two contributions:
∞∑
n0,
ℓ−1
.ˇ.. ,ns=0
(−1)n0+
ℓ−1
.ˇ.. +ns+s
∑
(i0h0),(i1h1),...,(ishs)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is,hs−ns)(j1)δ(iℓhℓ),(˜i,h˜)
δ(iℓ−1hℓ−1),(j˜,k˜)
ℓ−1∏
r=1
(
(z + λ+ ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z + ∂)−nℓ−1
s∏
r=ℓ+1
(
π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)(z + ∂)
−nr−1
)
,
(4.32)
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and
−
∞∑
n0,
ℓ
.ˇ..,ns=0
(−1)n0+
ℓ
.ˇ..+ns+s
∑
(i0h0),(i1h1),...,(ishs)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is,hs−ns)(j1)δ(iℓhℓ),(˜i,h˜)
δ(iℓ−1hℓ−1),(j˜,k˜+nℓ−1)
ℓ−1∏
r=1
(
(z + λ+ ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z+λ+∂)−nℓ−1−1
s∏
r=ℓ+1
(
π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)(z + ∂)
−nr−1
)
.
(4.33)
Note that, for ℓ = 1, (4.32) becomes 0, since we get a factor δ(j˜k˜),(ip1), and
q(ip1),(˜ih˜) ∈ g≤0 for every (˜ih˜) ∈ J , contrary to the assumption that a ∈ g≥ 12 . Simi-
larly, for ℓ = s, (4.33) becomes 0, since we get a factor δ(˜ih˜),(j1), and q(j˜k˜),(j1) ∈ g≤0
for every (˜ih˜) ∈ J , contrary to the assumption that a ∈ g≥ 1
2
. For 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ s, we
can rewrite (4.32) as
∞∑
n0,
ℓ−1
.ˇ.. ,ns=0
(−1)n0+
ℓ−1
.ˇ.. +ns+s
∑
(i0h0),
ℓ−1
.ˇ.. ,(ishs)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is,hs−ns)(j1)
ℓ−2∏
r=1
(
(z + λ+ ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z + λ+ ∂)−nℓ−2−1π≤ 1
2
q(j˜,k˜),(iℓ−2,hℓ−2−nℓ−2)δ(iℓhℓ),(˜i,h˜)
s∏
r=ℓ+1
(
(z + ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z + ∂)−ns−1 ,
(4.34)
while, for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s− 1, we can rewrite (4.33) as
−
∞∑
n0,
ℓ
.ˇ..,ns=0
(−1)n0+
ℓ
.ˇ..+ns+s
∑
(i0h0),
ℓ
.ˇ..,(ishs)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is,hs−ns)(j1)
ℓ−1∏
r=1
(
(z + λ+ ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z+λ+∂)−nℓ−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(iℓ+1hℓ+1),(˜i,h˜)δ(iℓ−1hℓ−1−nℓ−1),(j˜,k˜)
s∏
r=ℓ+2
(
(z + ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z + ∂)−ns−1 .
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Summing (4.34) over all values of ℓ = 2, . . . , s we get, after a shift of indices
s∑
ℓ=2
∞∑
n0,...,ns−1=0
(−1)n0+···+ns−1+s
∑
(i0h0),...,(is−1hs−1)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is−1,hs−1−ns−1)(j1)
ℓ−2∏
r=1
(
(z + λ+ ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z + λ+ ∂)−nℓ−2−1π≤ 1
2
q(j˜,k˜),(iℓ−2,hℓ−2−nℓ−2)δ(iℓ−1hℓ−1),(˜i,h˜)
s−1∏
r=ℓ
(
(z + ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z + ∂)−ns−1−1 ,
(4.36)
and similarly, summing (4.35) over all values of ℓ = 1, . . . , s− 1 we get,
−
s−1∑
ℓ=1
∞∑
n0,...,ns−1=0
(−1)n0+···+ns−1+s
∑
(i0h0),...,(is−1hs−1)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is−1,hs−1−ns−1)(j1)
ℓ−1∏
r=1
(
(z + λ+ ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z+λ+∂)−nℓ−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(iℓhℓ),(˜i,h˜)δ(iℓ−1hℓ−1−nℓ−1),(j˜,k˜)
s−1∏
r=ℓ+1
(
(z + ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z + ∂)−ns−1−1 .
(4.37)
Combining (4.36) and (4.37) we finally get, recalling (4.28),
s∑
ℓ=1
Zsℓ;ij(z)
=
s−1∑
ℓ=1
∞∑
n0,...,ns−1=0
(−1)n0+···+ns−1+s
∑
(i0h0),...,(is−1hs−1)∈J
δ(i0h0)(ip1)δ(is−1,hs−1−ns−1)(j1)
ℓ−1∏
r=1
(
(z + λ+ ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z + λ+ ∂)−nℓ−1−1π≤ 1
2
[q(j˜,k˜),(˜i,h˜), q(iℓhℓ),(iℓ−1,hℓ−1−nℓ−1)]
s−1∏
r=ℓ+1
(
(z + ∂)−nr−1−1π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1)
)
(z + ∂)−ns−1−1
= −
s−1∑
ℓ=1
Ys−1,ℓ;ij(z) .
(4.38)
In conclusion, recalling (4.27), we get ρ{aλ
∑∞
s=1Xs;ij(z)}ǫ = 0, as claimed. 
Remark 4.4. After submitting the paper, in trying to quantize the result of the
present paper, we discovered a simpler, more conceptual proof of Theorem 4.3,
which we present in Appendix A.
Corollary 4.5. (a) The matrix pseudodifferential operator L1(∂) defined by (4.9)
has coefficients with entries in the differential algebra W(g, f).
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(b) The matrix pseudodifferential operator L(∂) defined by (4.10) has coefficients
with entries in the field of fractions K(g, f) of the differential algebra W(g, f).
Proof. By Theorem 4.2(b), L−11 (∂) has an expansion as in (4.13), and by Theorem
4.3 its coefficients have entries in the differential algebra W(g, f). Then L1(∂)
can be obtained by the geometric series expansion of the inverse of (4.13), and
therefore its coefficients will still have entries in W(g, f). This proves part (a). By
Proposition 2.16, J¯L−11 (∂)I¯ is invertible and its inverse has coefficients with entries
in the field of fractions of W(g, f). On the other hand, by Proposition 4.1(b), L(∂)
coincides with the inverse of J¯L−11 (∂)I¯, proving (b). 
4.6. L1(∂) is of S¯-Adler type for Wǫ(g, f, S).
Theorem 4.6. Let S ∈ gd, and let S¯ ∈Matr1×r1 F be the corresponding matrix via
(4.5).
(a) The matrix pseudodifferential operator L1(∂) ∈ Matr1×r1 W(g, f)((∂
−1)) de-
fined by (4.9) (cf. Corollary 4.5(a)) is of S¯-Adler type with respect to the
compatible λ-brackets {· λ ·}
W
0 and {· λ ·}
W
1 of the family of PVA’s Wǫ(g, f, S),
ǫ ∈ F.
(b) The matrix pseudodifferential operator L(∂) ∈ Matr¯×r¯ K(g, f)((∂
−1)) defined by
(4.10) (cf. Corollary 4.5(b)) is of bi-Adler type with respect to the compatible
λ-brackets {· λ ·}
W
0 and {· λ ·}
W
1 of the family of PVA’s Wǫ(g, f, S), ǫ ∈ F.
Proof. Since the matrix S has constant entries, it follows by Theorem 4.3 (and the
geometric series expansion) that the matrix
L−11,ǫ(∂) = J1(1N∂ + ρ(Q) + ǫS)
−1I1 (4.39)
lies in Matr1×r1 W(g, f)((∂
−1)) for every ǫ. Since the map ρ : V(g)→ V(g≤ 1
2
) is a
homomorphism of differential algebras, we can rewrite L−11,ǫ(∂) as
L−11,ǫ(∂) = ρ(J1A
−1
ǫS (∂)I1) where AǫS(∂) = 1N∂ +Q+ ǫS . (4.40)
Recall from Example 2.2 that AǫS(∂) is of Adler type with respect to the λ-bracket
{· λ ·}ǫ defined by (2.5). Hence, by Theorem 2.3, A
−1
ǫS (∂) is of Adler type with
respect to the opposite λ-bracket −{· λ ·}ǫ. It follows that
− {L−11,ǫ(z)ijλL
−1
1,ǫ(w)hk}
W
ǫ = −{ρ(J1A
−1
ǫS (z)I1)ijλρ(J1A
−1
ǫS (w)I1)hk}
W
ǫ
= −ρ{(J1A
−1
ǫS (z)I1)ijλ(J1A
−1
ǫS (w)I1)hk}ǫ
= −ρ{A−1ǫS (z)(ip1),(j1)λA
−1
ǫS (w)(hp1),(k1)}ǫ
= ρA−1ǫS (w + λ+ ∂)(hp1),(j1)ιz(z − w − λ− ∂)
−1((A−1ǫS )(ip1),(k1))
∗(λ− z)
− ρA−1ǫS (z)(hp1),(j1)ιz(z − w − λ− ∂)
−1A−1ǫS (w)(ip1),(k1)
= (L−11,ǫ)hj(w + λ+ ∂)ιz(z − w − λ− ∂)
−1((L−11,ǫ)ik)
∗(λ− z)
− (L−11,ǫ)hj(z)ιz(z − w − λ− ∂)
−1(L−11,ǫ)ik(w) .
(4.41)
In the second equality we used Theorem 3.1(b) (and the above observation that
L−11,ǫ(∂) has coefficients with entries in W(g, f)), while in the third and the fifth
equality we used the definition (4.7) of the matrices I1 and J1. It follows by (4.41)
that L−11,ǫ is of Adler type with respect to the negative of the λ-bracket of the PVA
Wǫ(g, f, S). Therefore, by Theorem 2.3, its inverse
L1,ǫ(∂) = (J1ρ(AǫS)
−1(∂)I1)
−1 = |ρAǫS |I1J1(∂) , (4.42)
is of Adler type with respect to the λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
ǫ . Note that in (4.42) we can
take map ρ out of the generalized quasideterminant, since it is a differential algebra
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homomorphism. If S = IJ ∈ gd and S¯ = I¯ J¯ ∈ Matr1×r1 F are as in Proposition
4.1, we then get, by Theorem 2.8, that
L1,ǫ(∂) = ρ|A(∂) + ǫS|I1J1 = ρ|A(∂)|I1J1 + ǫS¯ = |ρA(∂)|I1J1 + ǫS¯ = L1(∂) + ǫS¯ .
(4.43)
Hence, L1(∂) is of S¯-Adler type with respect to the pencil of λ-brackets {· λ ·}
W
ǫ ,
ǫ ∈ F, proving (a). Furthermore, by the hereditary property (2.15) of generalized
quasideterminants and Theorem 2.8 again, we also have
|L1,ǫ(∂)|I¯J¯ = ||ρA(∂)|I1J1 + ǫS¯|I¯J¯ = ||ρA(∂)|I1J1 |I¯J¯ + ǫ1r
= |ρA(∂)|IJ + ǫ1r¯ = L(∂) + ǫ1r¯ .
(4.44)
Hence, by (4.44) and Theorem 2.7, we conclude that L(∂) is of bi-Adler type with
respect to the pencil of λ-brackets {· λ ·}
W
ǫ , ǫ ∈ F, proving the claim. 
5. Explicit form of L
5.1. A choice of a cross section to a nilpotent orbit in glN . Let g = glN and
let f ∈ g be a non-zero nilpotent element, corresponding to a partition p. In terms
of the basis and notation introduced in Section 4.1 we have the following result:
Proposition 5.1. For any partition p we have g = [f, g]⊕ U , where
U = Span
{
E(j1),(i,pi−k) , where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r and 0 ≤ k ≤ min{pi, pj} − 1
}
.
(5.1)
Proof. Given an elementary matrix E(jk),(ih), we have [f, E(jk),(ih)] = E(j,k+1),(ih)−
E(jk),(i,h−1), which is depicted as
(ih)
(jk+1)
(ih-1)
(jk)
–
∈ [f, g] .
Hence, in the quotient space g/[f, g], two arrows are equivalent if one is obtained
from the other by a horizontal shift to the left or to the right. Moreover, we have
E(jk),(i1) = [f, E(jk−1),(i1)] ∈ [f, g], for k > 1, and E(jpj),(ih) = −[f, E(jpj),(i,h+1)] ∈
[f, g], for h < pi, namely, if an arrow has the tail at the center of the foremost right
box, then it lies in [f, g], and similarly, if an arrow has the head at the center of
the foremost left box, then it lies in [f, g]:
∈ [f, g] , ∈ [f, g] .
Hence, for the quotient space g/[f, g], we can take as representatives the arrows with
the head in the foremost right box (of the corresponding row), with the property
that, when shifted to the left, they have the tail in the foremost left box:
E(jk),(ih) = .
These are the matrices E(j1),(i,pi−ℓ) with ℓ satisfying 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ min{pi, pj} − 1.
By definition, U ⊂ g is the linear span of all these matrices. We have proved
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that U + [f, g] = g. We are left to prove that this sum is a direct sum. Indeed,
dimU ≥ dim g − dim[f, g] = dim gf . Let e˜ ∈ g be the operator of “shift” to the
right:
e˜ =
∑
(ih)∈J |h<pi
E(ih),(i,h+1) .
By an obvious symmetry argument, we have dim ge˜ = dim gf . On the other hand,
we have the injective linear map U → ge˜ given by
E(j1),(i,pi−ℓ) 7→
ℓ∑
k=0
E(j,k+1),(i,pi+k−ℓ) , 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ min(pi, pj)− 1 . (5.2)
Hence, dimU ≤ dim ge˜ = dim gf . This proves that dimU = dim gf , and therefore
that g = U ⊕ [f, g]. 
5.2. Description of gf and gf0 . Recall from Section 3.2 that any subspace U ⊂ g
complementary to [f, g] is dual to gf . In particular, consider the space U defined in
Proposition 5.1 and its basis defined in (5.1). We can find the corresponding dual
basis of gf .
Proposition 5.2. The basis of gf , dual to the basis {E(j1),(i,pi−k) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r, 0 ≤
k ≤ min{pi, pj} − 1} of U , is (cf. (5.2)):
fij;k :=
k∑
h=0
E(i,pi+h−k),(j,h+1) , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r , 0 ≤ k ≤ min{pi, pj} − 1 . (5.3)
Proof. It is immediate to check that [f, fij;k] = 0 for every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r and
0 ≤ k ≤ min{p1, pj} − 1, and that tr(E(j1),(i,pi−k)fi′j′;k′) = δii′δjj′δkk′ . 
It is useful to have an explicit description of gf0 :
Corollary 5.3. The space gf0 is spanned by the elements fij;pi−1 with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r
such that pi = pj.
Proof. By equation (4.3), the adx-eigenvalue of fij;k is δ =
1
2 (pi−pj)− (pi−k−1).
Recalling that k ≤ min{pi, pj} − 1, we get that δ = 0 if and only if pi = pj and
k = pi − 1. 
Corollary 5.4. The element S1 in (4.6) commutes with g
f
0 .
Proof. We have
[S1, fij;k] =
r1∑
a=1
k∑
h=0
[E(a1),(ap1), E(i,pi+h−k),(j,h+1)]
= δpi,p1E(i1),(j,k+1) − δpj ,p1E(i,pi−k),(j,p1) .
To conclude, we observe that the RHS of the above equation is zero for pi = pj and
k = pi − 1. 
By Theorem 3.3, the W-algebra W = W(g, f) is, as a differential algebra, the
algebra of differential polynomials in the corresponding set of generators,
wij;k := w(fij;k) , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r , 0 ≤ k ≤ min{pi, pj} − 1 . (5.4)
As a consequence of Corollary 5.4, we have
Corollary 5.5. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r such that pi = pj, the elements wij;pi−1 are central
for the 1-st λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
1 of the family of W-algebras Wǫ(glN , f, S1), ǫ ∈ F.
Proof. It follows from [DSKV16, Eq.6.2]. 
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5.3. Explicit form of L(∂). For i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, let
Wij(∂) =
min{pi,pj}−1∑
k=0
wij;k(−∂)
k ∈ W [∂] . (5.5)
Denote by W (∂) the r × r matrix differential operator with entries (5.5) (trans-
posed):
W (∂) =
r∑
i,j=1
Wij(∂)Eji =

W11(∂) W21(∂) . . . Wr1(∂)
W12(∂) W22(∂) . . . Wr2(∂)
...
...
. . .
...
W1r(∂) W2r(∂) . . . Wrr(∂)
 , (5.6)
and by (−∂)p the diagonal r × r matrix with diagonal entries (−∂)pi , i = 1, . . . , r:
(−∂)p =
r∑
i=1
(−∂)piEii =
 (−∂)
p1 0
. . .
0 (−∂)pr
 . (5.7)
Theorem 5.6. The matrix pseudodifferential operator L1(∂) ∈ Matr1×r1 W((∂
−1))
defined by (4.9) is equal to
L1(∂) := |1N∂ + ρ(Q)|I1J1 = | − (−∂)
p +W (∂)|Irr1Jr1r , (5.8)
where Irr1 ∈ Matr×r1 F and Jr1r ∈ Matr1×r F are as in (2.12) and (2.13) respec-
tively.
Proof. According to Corollary 4.5, the matrix pseudodifferential L1(∂) has coeffi-
cients with entries in W(g, f). Hence, by Theorem 3.3, L1(∂) is unchanged if we
apply first the map πgf : V(g≤ 1
2
)→ V(gf ) and then the map w : V(gf )→W(g, f)
to the entries of its coefficients:
L1(∂) = w(πgfL1(∂)) . (5.9)
Since πgf and w are homomorphisms of differential algebras, they commute with
taking generalized quasideterminants. Hence, (5.9) can be rewritten as
L1(∂) =
∣∣
1N∂ + f + w(πgf π≤ 1
2
Q)
∣∣
I1J1
. (5.10)
Here we used the definition (3.2) of the map ρ : V(g) → V(g≤ 1
2
). By the definition
(5.4) of the generators wij;k ∈ W , and since the bases (5.3) of g
f and (5.1) of U
are dual to each other, we immediately get that
w(πgf π≤ 1
2
Q) =
r∑
i,j=1
min{p1,pj}−1∑
k=0
wij;kE(j1),(i,pi−k) . (5.11)
Combining (5.10) and (5.11), and recalling (4.2), we get
L1(∂) =
∣∣∣1N∂ + r∑
i=1
p1−1∑
h=1
E(i,h+1),(ih) +
r∑
i,j=1
min{p1,pj}−1∑
k=0
wij;kE(j1),(i,pi−k)
∣∣∣
I1J1
.
(5.12)
In the proof of Theorem 4.3 we computed the entries of the inverse of the matrix
L1(∂), which are given by equations (4.25) and (4.26). According to equation (5.12),
the same formulas hold if we replace, in the definition of L1(∂), the matrix π≤ 1
2
Q
by the matrix w(πgf π≤ 1
2
Q), given by (5.11). This means replacing in the RHS
of (4.26) the expression π≤ 1
2
q(irhr),(ir−1,hr−1−nr−1) by δhr−1−nr−1,1wir ir−1;pir−hr if
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pir − hr ≤ min{pir , pir−1} − 1, and by 0 otherwise. Hence, we get, after some
algebraic manipulations
L−11 (∂)ij = −δij(−∂)
−p1 +
∞∑
s=1
X¯s;ij(∂) , (5.13)
where
X¯s;ij(∂) =−
r∑
i1,...,is−1=1
min{pi1 ,pi}−1∑
k1=0
min{pi2 ,pi1}−1∑
k2=0
. . .
min{pj ,pis−1}−1∑
ks=0
(−∂)−p1wi1i;k1 (−∂)
k1−pi1wi2i1;k2(−∂)
k2−pi2 . . .
. . . wis−1is−2;ks−1(−∂)
ks−1−pis−1wjis−1 ;ks(−∂)
ks−p1
= −
r∑
i1,...,is−1=1
(−∂)−p1Wi1i(∂)(−∂)
−pi1Wi2i1(∂)(−∂)
−pi2 . . .
. . .Wis−1is−2(∂)(−∂)
−pis−1Wjis−1 (∂)(−∂)
−p1 .
(5.14)
On the other hand, the RHS of (5.13), combined with (5.14), is exactly the (ij)-
entry of the matrix J1(−(−∂)
p +W (∂))−1I1, computed using the geometric series
expansion. The claim follows. 
We can write the matrix W (∂) in block form as W (∂) =
(
W1(∂) W2(∂)
W3(∂) W4(∂)
)
,
where
W1(∂) =
(
Wji(∂)
)
1≤i,j≤r1
, W2(∂) =
(
Wji(∂)
)
1≤i≤r1<j≤r
,
W3(∂) =
(
Wji(∂)
)
1≤j≤r1<i≤r
, W4(∂) =
(
Wji(∂)
)
r1<i,j≤r
.
(5.15)
Then, by [DSKVnew, Prop.4.2] (cf. formula (2.14)), we can rewrite equation (5.8)
as the following explicit formula for the operator L1(∂):
L1(∂) = −1r1(−∂)
p1 +W1(∂)−W2(∂)(−(−∂)
q +W4(∂))
−1W3(∂) , (5.16)
where q = (pr1+1 ≥ · · · ≥ pr > 0) is the partition of N−r1p1, obtained by removing
from the partition p all the maximal parts.
6. Summary: explicit generators and λ-brackets for the W-algebra,
and explicit algorithm for the associated bi-Hamiltonian
hierarchy
Let f ∈ glN be a non-zero nilpotent element, and let S ∈ gd be a non-zero element
of maximal degree with respect to the Dynkin grading (3.1) of glN , associated to f .
We have the corresponding pencil of Poisson vertex algebras Wǫ(glN , f, S), ǫ ∈ F,
defined in Section 3.1. We summarize below the main results of the paper.
First, as a differential algebra, theW-algebraW(glN , f) ⊂ V(g≤ 1
2
) is the algebra
of differential polynomials on the generators {wij;k}, parametrized by 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r,
0 ≤ k ≤ min{pi, pj} − 1. This set of generators is related to the choice of the
subspace U ⊂ g complementary to [f, g] made in Section 5.1. Theorem 5.6 provides
a method of computing explicitly all these generators wij;k, which is obtained by
combining equations (4.9) and (5.8) for the operator L1(∂) given by
L1(∂) = | − (−∂)
p
1r +W (∂)|Irr1Jr1r
= |∂1N + f + π≤ 1
2
Q|I1J1 ∈Matr1×r1 V(g≤ 1
2
)((∂−1)) ,
(6.1)
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where W (∂) is the matrix (cf. (5.5) and (5.6))
W (∂) =
(min{pi,pj}−1∑
k=0
wji;k(−∂)
k
)
1≤i,j≤r
,
(−∂)p is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries (−∂)pi , i = 1, . . . , r, the matrices
Irr1 and Jr1r are as in (2.12) and (2.13), and the matrices I1, J1 are as in (4.7).
Equation (6.1) defines uniquely the generators wij;k as elements of the differential
algebra V(g≤ 1
2
) if it is combined with the additional information that wij;k − fij;k
lies in the differential ideal 〈U⊥〉 ⊂ V(g≤ 1
2
) generated by U⊥ (cf. Theorem 3.3 and
equations (5.3) and (5.4)).
Furthermore, we have a method for computing explicitly the 0-th λ-bracket
{· λ ·}
W
0 between all the generators wij;k ’s of the W-algebra. This is provided by
the Adler identity (2.3) for the operator L1(∂) ∈Matr1×r1 W((∂
−1)) defined by the
first equation in (6.1), namely
{(L1)ij(z)λ(L1)hk(w)}
W
0 = (L1)hj(w + λ+ ∂)ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1((L1)ik)
∗(λ− z)
− (L1)hj(z)ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1(L1)ik(w) .
(6.2)
Equation (6.2) is an implicit formula for all the λ-brackets between the genera-
tors wij;k . Similarly, we have an implicit formula for the 1-st λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
1 ,
depending on the choice of the element S ∈ gd, obtained by the condition that
the operator L1(∂) + ǫS¯ is of Adler type with respect to the λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
ǫ =
{· λ ·}
W
0 + ǫ{· λ ·}
W
1 , for every ǫ ∈ F, where S ∈ gd and S¯ ∈ Matr1×r1 F are related
by (4.5):
{(L1)ij(z)λ(L1)hk(w)}
W
1 = S¯ikιz(z−w−λ)
−1
(
(L1)hj(w + λ)− (L1)hj(z)
)
+ S¯hjιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1
(
((L1)ik)
∗(λ− z)− (L1)ik(w)
)
.
(6.3)
Finally, we have the following algorithm to construct an integrable hierarchy of
bi-Hamiltonian equations for the bi-Poisson structure of the family Wǫ(glN , f, S),
ǫ ∈ F:
1. Let p = (p1, . . . , pr), with p1 ≥ · · · ≥ pr ≥ 1, be the partition of N associated to
the Jordan form of f . Let r1 ≤ r be the multiplicity of the largest part p1. As
a differential algebra, the affine W-algebra is
W :=W(glN , f) ≃ F[w
(n)
ij;k
∣∣ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r, 0 ≤ k ≤ min{pi, pj} − 1, n ∈ Z+] ,
the algebra of differential polynomials in the variables wij;k.
2. LetWji(∂) =
∑min{pi,pj}−1
k=0 wji;k(−∂)
k ∈ W [∂], for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r, and letW1(∂) =(
Wji(∂)
)
1≤i,j≤r1
, W2(∂) =
(
Wji(∂)
)
1≤i≤r1<j≤r
, W3(∂) =
(
Wji(∂)
)
1≤j≤r1<i≤r
,
W4(∂) =
(
Wji(∂)
)
r1<i,j≤r
. Denote by (−∂)q the (r − r1) × (r − r1) diagonal
matrix with diagonal entries (−∂)pi , r1 < i ≤ r. Then
L1(∂) = −1r1(−∂)
p1 +W1(∂)−W2(∂)(−(−∂)
q +W4(∂))
−1W3(∂) (6.4)
is an r1 × r1-matrix pseudodifferential operator of S¯-Adler type for every S¯ ∈
Matr1×r1 F. More precisely, if S ∈ gd and S¯ ∈ Matr1×r1 F are related by (4.5),
then L1(∂) is of S¯-Adler type with respect to the compatible λ-brackets of the
family of PVAs Wǫ(glN , f, S), ǫ ∈ F.
3. Let r¯ ≤ r1 be the rank of S¯, and let S¯ = I¯ J¯ be a factorization of S¯, with
I¯ ∈Matr1×r¯ F and J¯ ∈Matr¯×r1 F. Then the generalized quasideterminant
L(∂) = |L1(∂)|I¯J¯
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is an r × r matrix pseudodifferential operator (with entries of coefficients in
the field of fractions K of W) of bi-Adler type with respect to the bi-Poisson
structure of the family Wǫ(glN , f, S), ǫ ∈ F.
4. The Hamiltonian densities
h0,B = 0 , hn,B = −
K
n
Res∂ trB(∂)
n , n 6= 0 ,
indexed by n ∈ Z+ and B(∂) ∈Matr×r K((∂
−1)) such that B(∂)K = L(∂), K ≥
1, are in involution with respect to the λ-brackets of the family Wǫ(glN , f, S),
ǫ ∈ F:
{
∫
hm,B,
∫
hn,C}
W
0 = {
∫
hm,B,
∫
hn,C}
W
1 = 0 , m, n ∈ Z+, B, C roots of L(∂) ,
and they satisfy the generalized Lenard-Magri scheme on the bi-PVA subalgebra
W1 ⊂ K generated by the coefficients of L(∂):
{
∫
hn,B, w}
W
0 = {
∫
hn+K,B, w}
W
1 , for w ∈ W1, n ∈ Z+ and B(∂)
K = L(∂) .
Hence, we get the corresponding hierarchy of Hamiltonian equations
dw
dtn,B
= {
∫
hn,B, w}0 , w ∈ W
(bi-Hamiltonian on W1), which is integrable, provided that the Hamiltonian
functionals
∫
hn,B span an infinite-dimensional space.
7. Examples
In this section we show how to apply the methods described in the present paper
by working out in all detail a few examples: the case of the principal nilpotent
element (cf. Section 7.1), of a rectangular nilpotent element (cf. Section 7.2), of a
short nilpotent element (cf. Section 7.3), of a minimal nilpotent element (cf. Section
7.4), and of a vector and matrix constrained nilpotent element (cf. Section 7.5).
We find explicit expressions for the generators wij;k of the W-algebras and their
λ-brackets, and we describe the associated bi-Hamiltonian integrable hierarchy for
some choice of the element S ∈ gd. In all cases we compare our methods and results
with the the previous known formulas which appeared in literature.
7.1. Example 1: principal nilpotent f and N-th KdV hierarchy. Consider
the trivial partition p = N , corresponding to the principal nilpotent element fpr =∑N−1
i=1 Ei+1,i ∈ glN . For this partition r = r1 = 1. Hence, formula (6.4) gives
(denoting w11;k = wk)
L1(∂) = −(−∂)
N +
N−1∑
k=0
wk(−∂)
k , (7.1)
the “generic” differential operator of order N (which in [DSKVnew] we denoted, up
to a sign, by L(N)(∂)), over the algebra of differential polynomialsW = F[w
(n)
k | k =
0, . . . , N − 1, n ∈ Z+].
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The generators wk, k = 0, . . . , N − 1, can be computed explicitly, as elements of
V(g≤ 1
2
), by equation (6.1). We get that
L1(∂) = |1N∂ + f + π≤ 1
2
Q|1N = qN1 −
(
∂ + q11 q21 . . . qN−1,1
)
◦

1 ∂+q22 q32 . . . qN−1,2
0 1
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . . qN−1,N−2
...
. . .
. . . ∂+qN−1,N−1
0 . . . . . . 0 1

−1
◦

qN2
...
qN,N−1
∂ + qNN
 . (7.2)
Here we used the usual formula for the quasideterminant of a matrix, cf. [DSKVnew,
Prop.4.2]. We can expand the inverse matrix in the RHS of (7.2) in geometric series,
to get the following more explicit equation for all the generatorswk of theW-algebra
W(glN , f
pr) ⊂ V(g≤ 1
2
):
− (−z)N +
N−1∑
k=1
wk(−z)
k = qN1 +
N−1∑
s=1
(−1)s∑
2≤h1<···<hs≤N
(δh1−1,1(z + ∂) + qh1−1,1)(δh2−1,h1(z + ∂) + qh2−1,h1) . . .
. . . (δhs−1,hs−1(z + ∂) + qhs−1,hs−1)(δN,hsz + qN,hs) .
(7.3)
For example, wN−1 = trQ = q11 + · · · + qNN . This formula for the generators of
W(glN , f
pr) agrees with the results in [MR15].
Furthermore, the compatible λ-brackets among the generatorswk, k = 0, . . . , N−
1, of theW-algebraW(glN , f
pr) are obtained by the Adler identities (6.2) and (6.3).
They are
{wiλwj}
W
0 =
N−i−1∑
n=0
N+n−j∑
a=max{0,n−j}
((
n
a
)
(−1)awn+i+1(λ+ ∂)
awj+a−n
+
N−n−i−1∑
b=0
(
j + a
a
)(
i+n+b+1
b
)
(−1)a+1wj+a−n(λ+ ∂)
a+bwi+n+b+1
)
,
(7.4)
and
{wiλwj}
W
1 =
N−i−j−1∑
n=0
((
n+ j
j
)
(−λ)n −
(
n+ i
i
)
(λ + ∂)n
)
wi+j+n+1 ,
where, in the RHS of both formulas, we let wN = −1. These formulas agree
with the corresponding formulas in [DSKV15, Sec.2.4], after the change of variable
wi = (−1)
iu−i−1, and up to the overall sign related to the different choice of sign
in the definition of Adler type operators.
The corresponding integrable hierarchy is the N -th Gelfand-Dickey hierarchy
[GD76]
dL1(∂)
dtk
= [L1(∂)
k
N
+ , L1(∂)] , k ∈ Z+ .
It is easy to show that these equations with k /∈ NZ+ are linearly independent, see
[DSKV15, Sec.3.2].
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7.2. Example 2: rectangular nilpotent and matrix n-th KdV hierarchy.
Consider the partition p = (p1, . . . , p1) of N , consisting of r1 equal parts of size
p1. It corresponds to the so called rectangular nilpotent element f . For this choice
(5.16) becomes
L1(∂) = −1r1(−∂)
p1 +
p1−1∑
k=0
Wk(−∂)
k , Wk =
(
wji;k
)
1≤i,j≤r1
∈Matr1×r1 W ,
(7.5)
the “generic” r1 × r1 matrix differential operator of order p1 (which, up to a sign,
in [DSKVnew] we denoted by L(p1r1)(∂), cf. [DSKVnew, Ex.3.5]).
The generators wji;k , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r1, 0 ≤ k ≤ p1 − 1, can be computed explicitly,
as elements of V(g≤ 1
2
), by equation (6.1). We identify
MatN×N F ≃ Matp1×p1 F⊗Matr1×r1 F , (7.6)
by mapping E(ih),(jk) 7→ Ehk ⊗ Eij . Under this identification, we have
1N 7→ 1p1 ⊗ 1r1 , f 7→
p1−1∑
k=1
Ek+1,k ⊗ 1r1 ,
π≤ 1
2
Q 7→
r1∑
i,j=1
∑
1≤h≤k≤p1
q(jk),(ih)Ehk ⊗ Eij .
Hence, according to (6.1), we have, by the usual formulas for quasideterminants
(cf. [DSKVnew, Prop.4.2]),
L1(∂) =
∣∣∣(1p1 ⊗ 1r1)∂ + p1−1∑
k=1
Ek+1,k ⊗ 1r1 +
r1∑
i,j=1
∑
1≤h≤k≤p1
q(jk),(ih)Ehk ⊗ Eij
∣∣∣
I1J1
=
r1∑
i,j=1
q(jp1),(i1)Eij −
(
r1∑
i,j=1
(
δij∂+q(j1),(i1) q(j2),(i1) . . . q(j,p1−1),(i1)
)
⊗ Eij
)
◦
(
1p1−1⊗1r1 +
r1∑
i,j=1

0 δij∂+q(j2),(i2) . . . q(j,p1−1),(i2)
...
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . . δij∂+q(j,p1−1),(i,p1−1)
0 . . . . . . 0
⊗Eij
)−1
◦
(
r1∑
i,j=1

q(jp1),(i2)
...
q(jp1),(i,p1−1)
δij∂ + q(jp1),(ip1)
⊗ Eij
)
.
(7.7)
As we did in Section 7.1, we expand the inverse matrix in the RHS of (7.7) in
geometric series, to get a more explicit equation for all the generators wji;k, 1 ≤
i, j ≤ r1, 0 ≤ k ≤ p1 − 1, of the W-algebra W(glN , f
rect) ⊂ V(g≤ 1
2
). Equating the
(ij)-entry of the RHS’s of equations (7.5) and (7.7), we get
− (−z)p1δij +
p1−1∑
k=0
wji;k(−z)
k = q(jp1),(i1) +
p1−1∑
s=1
(−1)s
r1∑
i1,...,is=1
∑
2≤h1<···<hs≤p1
(δi1,iδh1−1,1(z + ∂) + q(i1,h1−1),(i1))(δi2,i1δh2−1,h1(z + ∂) + q(i2,h2−1),(i1h1)) . . .
. . . (δis,is−1δhs−1,hs−1(z + ∂) + q(is,hs−1),(is−1,hs−1))(δis,jδp1,hsz + q(jp1),(ishs)) .
(7.8)
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For example, wji;p1−1 = q(j1),(i1) + · · ·+ q(jp1),(ip1).
Furthermore, we can compute the compatible λ-brackets between the generators
wji;k, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r1, k = 0, . . . , p1 − 1, of the W-algebra W(glN , f
pr). By (7.5), we
have
{wβα;hλwδγ;k}
W
ǫ = Resz Resw(−1)
h+kz−h−1w−k−1{(L1)αβ(z)λ(L1)γδ(w)}
W
ǫ .
Hence, by the Adler identities (6.2) we get the 0-th λ-bracket (1 ≤ α, β, γ, δ ≤ r1,
0 ≤ h, k ≤ p1 − 1):
{wβα;hλwδγ;k}
W
0 =
p1−h−1∑
n=0
p1+n−k∑
a=max{0,n−k}
((
n
a
)
(−1)awβγ;h+n+1(λ + ∂)
awδα;k+a−n
+
p1−n−h−1∑
b=0
(
h+n+b+1
b
)(
k + a
a
)
(−1)a+1wβγ;k+a−n(λ+ ∂)
a+bwδα;h+n+b+1
)
,
(7.9)
where, in the RHS, we let wji;p1 = −δi,j . To compute the 1-st Poisson structure of
the family of PVAs Wǫ(glN , f, S), ǫ ∈ F, we fix an element S ∈ gd or, equivalently,
a matrix S¯ ∈Matr1×r1 F. The corresponding 1-st λ-bracket is obtained by (6.3):
{wβα;hλwδγ;k}
W
1 =
p1−h−k−1∑
n=0
(
n+ k
k
)
S¯αδwβγ;h+k+n+1(−λ)
n
−
p1−h−k−1∑
n=0
(
n+ h
h
)
(λ+ ∂)nS¯γβwδα;h+k+n+1 .
(7.10)
These formulas agree with the corresponding formulas in [DSKV15, Sec.4.2] (but
there we only considered the case S¯ = 1r1).
The integrable hierarchy corresponding to the Adler type operator (7.5) is the
r1 × r1 matrix p1-th KdV hierarchy. This is also a well known hierarchy, see e.g.
[DSKV15] for the bi-Poisson structure and the bi-Hamiltonian equations, similar
to the scalar case r1 = 1, discussed in the previous section.
However, for r1 > 1 there are more possibilities for constructing bi-Adler type
operators, choosing different S ∈ gd: if S¯ ∈ Matr1×r1 F is the matrix corresponding
to S via (4.5) and S¯ = I¯ J¯ is its canonical factorization, with I¯ ∈ Matr1×r¯ F and
J¯ ∈ Matr¯×r1 F (r¯ is the rank of S¯), then L(∂) = |L1(∂)|I¯J¯ is the operator of
bi-Adler type with respect to the compatible λ-brackets of the family of PVAs
Wǫ(glN , f, S), ǫ ∈ F. If S¯ is non-degenerate (i.e. r¯ = r1), then L(∂) = S
−1L1(∂)
(up to conjugation by a constant non-degenerate matrix), while if S¯ is degenerate,
then L(∂) is a non-trivial generalized quasideterminant.
7.3. Example 3: short nilpotent f . The short nilpotent element f in g = glN ,
with even N , is associated to the partition p = (2, . . . , 2), consisting of r = N2 parts
equal to 2. So, it is the special case of Example 2 from Section 7.2 when p1 = 2.
In this case, the Adler type operator L1(∂) ∈Matr×rW [∂] in (5.16) has the form
L1(∂) = −1r∂
2 −W1∂ +W0 , Wk =
(
wji;k
)
1≤i,j≤r
∈Matr×rW , (7.11)
Equation (7.8) for the generators wji;k of W(g, f), i, j = 1, . . . , r, k = 0, 1, as
elements of the differential algebra V(g≤ 1
2
) gives, in this case,
wji;1 = q(j1),(i1) + q(j2),(i2) ,
wji;0 = q(j2),(i1) − q
′
(j2),(i2) −
r∑
k=1
q(k1),(i1)q(j2),(k2) .
(7.12)
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In order to compare these generators with the formulas for the generators of
W(g, f) found in [DSKV14a, Th.4.2], we first introduce some notation. For h, k =
1, 2, we define the maps q¯kh : glr →֒ glN given by
q¯kh(qji) = q(jk),(ih) , i, j = 1, . . . , r .
We also denote 1¯ = q¯11 + q¯22 and h¯ = q¯11 − q¯22. With this notation, we have
g−1 = q¯21(glr) , g1 = q¯12(glr) , g
f
0 = 1¯(glr) , [e, g−1] = [f, g1] = h¯(glr) .
Recall that, in the present paper, we consider the subspace U ⊂ g complementary
to [f, g] as in (5.1). We have the corresponding direct sum decomposition g =
gf ⊕ U⊥, where
gf = q¯21(glr)⊕ 1¯(glr) and U
⊥ = q¯12(glr)⊕ q¯22(glr) .
The corresponding quotient map g→ gf induces the differential algebra homomor-
phism π : V(g≤ 1
2
) → V(gf) which, by Theorem 3.3, restricts to an isomorphism
W(g, f)
∼
→ V(gf ), and we denote by w : V(gf )
∼
→W(g, f) the inverse map. It will
be convenient to denote w1 = w ◦ 1¯ and w0 = w ◦ q¯21 : glr →W , so that
wk(qji) = wji;k for every i, j = 1, . . . , r , k = 0, 1 .
On the other hand, in [DSKV14a], as a complementary subspace to [f, g] in g we
chose ge, its orthocomplement being [e, g]. We have the corresponding vector space
decompositions
g = gf ⊕ [e, g] and [e, g] = g1 ⊕ [e, g−1] = q¯12(glr)⊕ h¯(glr) .
We denote by ♯ the corresponding quotient map g։ gf . In particular,
♯ ◦ q¯21 = q¯21 , ♯ ◦ q¯11 = ♯ ◦ q¯22 =
1
2
1¯ , ♯ ◦ q¯12 = 0 . (7.13)
Again by Theorem 3.3, the corresponding homomorphism of differential algebras
V(g≤ 1
2
) → V(gf ) restricts to an isomorphism W(g, f)
∼
→ V(gf ), and we denote by
ψ : V(gf )
∼
→W(g, f) the inverse map.
In the present paper we consider the generators w1(a) = w1¯(a) and w0(a) =
wq¯21(a), a ∈ glr, while in [DSKV14a] we considered the alternative set of generators
ψ1(a) = ψ(1¯(a)) and ψ0 = ψ(q¯21(a)), a ∈ glr. Formulas (7.12) for the generators
wji;k can be rewritten as
w1(a) = 1¯(a) , w0(a) = q¯21(a)− q¯22(a)
′ −
r∑
h,k=1
q¯11(Ekha)q¯22(Ehk) . (7.14)
Applying the maps ♯ and ψ to both equations in (7.14), and using (7.13), we find
the relation between these generators and those in [DSKV14a]:
w1(a) = ψ1(a) = 1¯(a) ,
w0(a) = ψ0(a)−
1
2
1¯(a)′ −
1
4
r∑
h,k=1
1¯(Ekha)1¯(Ehk) .
(7.15)
It is now straightforward to check that equations (7.14) and (7.15) agree with
[DSKV14a, Eq.(4.4)].
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We can also compute the λ-brackets between the generators (7.14). Equation
(7.9) gives (a, b ∈ glr)
{w1(a)λw1(b)}
W
0 = w1([a, b]) + 2 tr(ab)λ ,
{w1(a)λw0(b)}
W
0 = w0([a, b])− w1(ab)λ− tr(ab)λ
2 ,
{w0(a)λw0(b)}
W
0 =
r∑
i,j=1
(
w1(aEij)w0(bEji)− w0(aEij)w1(bEji)
+ w1(aEij)(λ + ∂)w1(bEji)
)
+ (λ+ ∂)w0(ba) + w0(ab)λ
+ (λ+ ∂)2w1(ba)− w1(ab)λ
2 − tr(ab)λ3 .
(7.16)
It is straightforward to check that equations (7.16) agree with the analogous equa-
tions in [DSKV14a, Thm.4.4], if we take into account formula (7.15) for the change
of generators. Note that the coefficient 2 in first equation of (7.16) comes from the
fact that trglN (1¯(a)1¯(b)) = 2 trglr (ab). Similarly, equation (7.10) gives
{w1(a)λw1(b)}
W
1 = 0 ,
{w1(a)λw0(b)}
W
1 = tr(S¯[a, b]) ,
{w0(a)λw0(b)}
W
1 = w1(aS¯b− bS¯a) + tr(S¯{a, b})λ ,
(7.17)
where {a, b} = ab + ba is the anticommutator in glr. Again, one can check that
equations (7.17) agree with the analogous equations in [DSKV14a, Thm.4.4].
7.4. Example 4: minimal nilpotent f . The minimal nilpotent element f in
g = glN is associated to the partition p = (2, 1, . . . , 1). In this case, L1(∂) is the
following scalar pseudodifferential operator:
L1(∂) = −∂
2 − w11;1∂ + w11;0 − w+1(1N−2∂ +W++)
−1w1+ , (7.18)
where
w+1 =
(
w21;0 . . . wr1;0
)
,
W++ =
 w22;0 . . . wr2;0... . . . ...
w2r;0 . . . wrr;0
 , w1+ =
 w12;0...
w1r;0
 . (7.19)
In order to find a formula for the generators of W(g, f), we need to compute
L1(∂) using the definition (4.9) and equate the result to (7.18). For our choice of
f , (4.9) becomes
L1(∂) =
∣∣∣
 ∂ + q(11),(11) q(12),(11) q+(11)1 ∂ + q(12),(12) q+(12)
q(11)+ q(12)+ 1N−2∂ +Q++
∣∣∣
12
, (7.20)
where (k = 1, 2)
q+(1k) =
(
q(21),(1k) . . . q(r1),(1k)
)
,
Q++ =
 q(21),(21) . . . q(r1),(21)... . . . ...
q(21),(r1) . . . q(r1),(r1)
 , q(1k)+ =
 q(1k),(21)...
q(1k),(r1)
 .
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We can compute the quasideterminant (7.20) by the usual formula, see [DSKVnew,
Prop.4.2]. As a result we get, after a straightforward computation,
L1(∂) = q(12),(11) − q+(11)(∂ +Q++)
−1 ◦ q(12)+ −
(
∂ + q(11),(11)
− q+(11)(∂ +Q++)
−1 ◦ q(11)+
)
◦
(
1− q+(12)(∂ +Q++)
−1 ◦ q(11)+
)−1
◦(
∂ + q(12),(12) − q+(12)(∂ +Q++)
−1 ◦ q(12)+
)
.
(7.21)
In order to find the explicit formula for the generators, we need to equate (7.18)
and (7.21). In fact, to find generators, it suffices to find the first few terms in the
expansions of the pseudodifferential operators (7.18) and (7.21) and equate them.
From (7.18) we get
L1(∂) = −∂
2−w11;1∂+w11;0−w+1w1+∂
−1+
(
w+1w
′
1++w+1W++w1+
)
∂−2+ . . . .
(7.22)
Finding the expansion of (7.21) up to order ∂−2, we find the expression of the
generators. This is a rather long computation of which we omit the details. The
answer is
w11;1 = q(11),(11) + q(12),(12) + q+(12)q(11)+ ,
w11;0 = q(12),(11) + q+(11)q(11)+ + q+(12)q(12)+ − q
′
(12),(12) − q(11),(11)q(12),(12)
− w11;1q+(12)q(11)+ + q+(12)Q++q(11)+ − q
′
+(12)q(11)+ ,
w+1 = q+(11) + q+(12)Q++ − q
′
+(12) − q(11),(11)q+(12) − q+(12)q(11)+q+(12) ,
w1+ = q(12)+ +Q++q(11)+ + q
′
(11)+ − q(12),(12)q(11)+ − q(11)+q+(12)q(11)+ ,
W++ = Q++ − q(11)+q+(12) .
(7.23)
As we did in the case of a short nilpotent in Section 7.3, we want to compare
these generators with the analogous formulas in [DSKV14a], The adx-eigenspace
decomposition (3.1) is, in this case,
g−1 = Fq(12),(11) , g− 1
2
= Span{q(12),(j1), q(j1),(11)}
N−2
j=2 ,
g0 = Fq(11),(11) ⊕ Fq(12),(12) ⊕ Span{q(j1),(i1)}
N−2
i,j=1 ,
g+ 1
2
= Span{q(11),(j1), q(j1),(12)}
N−2
j=2 , g+1 = Fq(11),(12) .
Note that
gf = g−1 ⊕ g− 1
2
⊕ F1¯⊕ Span{q(j1),(i1)}
N−2
i,j=1 ,
where 1¯ = q(11),(11) + q(12),(12). As complementary subspaces to g
f we have two
different choices:
U⊥ = Fq(12),(12) ⊕ g+ 1
2
⊕ g+1 ,
that we used in the present paper, and
[e, g] = Fq(12),(12) ⊕ g+ 1
2
⊕ g+1 ,
that we used in [DSKV14a]. Let us denote, as in Section 7.3, by π : g → gf the
quotient map with kernel U⊥, which induces a differential algebra isomorphism
W(g, f) ≃ V(gf ), whose inverse is the map w, and by ♯ : g → gf the quotient
map with kernel [e, g], which induces a different isomorphism W(g, f) ≃ V(gf),
whose inverse we denote by ψ. Applying the maps ♯ and ψ to all formulas (7.23),
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we express all the generators wji;k = w(fji;k) (cf. (5.3)-(5.4)) in terms of the
alternative generators ψji;k := ψ(fji;k). We have
w11;1 = ψ(1¯) , w11;0 = ψ(f)−
1
2
ψ(1¯)′ −
1
4
ψ(1¯)2 ,
w+1 = ψ(q+(11)) , w1+ = ψ(q(12)+) , W++ = ψ(Q++) .
(7.24)
It is now straightforward to check that equations (7.23) and (7.24) agree with
[DSKV14a, Thm.3.2].
We can also compute the 0-th and 1-st λ-brackets {· λ ·}
W
0 and {· λ ·}
W
1 between
generators, either by using the explifit formulas (7.23) of the generators, or by
combining the expression (7.18) of L1(∂) with the Adler identity (6.2) and the
bi-Adler identity (6.3) respectively. This is a long computation that we are going
to make, in all detail, in the next Section in the more general case of a “vector
constrained” nilpotent element f . We here report only the resulting formulas for
the two PVA structures:
{w11;1λw11;1}
W
0 = 2λ ,
{w11;1λw11;0}
W
0 = −w11;1λ− λ
2 , {w11;0λw11;1}
W
0 = −(λ+ ∂)w11;1 + λ
2 ,
{w11;0λw11;0}
W
0 = (∂ + 2λ)w11;0 + w11;1(λ+ ∂)w11;1 + (∂ + 2λ)∂w11;1 − λ
3 ,
{w11;1λw+1}
W
0 = −{w+1λw11;1}
W
0 = −w+1 ,
{w11;1λw1+}
W
0 = −{w1+λw11;1}
W
0 = w1+ ,
{w11;0λw+1}
W
0 = (∂ + λ)w+1 − w+1W++ + w11;1w+1 ,
{w+1λw11;0}
W
0 = w+1λ+ w+1W++ − w11;1w+1 ,
{w11;0λw1+}
W
0 = (∂ + 2λ)w1+ +W++w1+ − w11;1w1+ ,
{w1+λw11;0}
W
0 = (∂ + 2λ)w1+ −W++w1+ + w11;1w1+ ,
{w+1λw+1}
W
0 = {w1+λw1+}
W
0 = 0
{w1+λw+1}
W
0 = −(λ+ ∂ + w11;1 −W++)(λ −W++) + w11;01N−2 ,
{wT+1λw
T
1+}
W
0 = (λ+ ∂ +W
T
++)(λ − w11;1 +W
T
++)− w11;01N−2 ,
{w11;kλW++}
W
0 = {W++λw11;k}
W
0 = 0 , k = 0, 1 ,
{(w+1)kλ(W++)ij}
W
0 = −δik(w+1)j = −{(W++)ijλ(w+1)k}
W
0 ,
{(w1+)kλ(W++)ij}
W
0 = δkj(w1+)i = −{(W++)ijλ(w1+)k}
W
0 ,
{(W++)ijλ(W++)hk}
W
0 = δki(W++)hj − δjh(W++)ik + δjhδikλ .
(7.25)
and
{w11;0λw11;0}
W
1 = 2λ ,
{(w+1)iλ(w1+)j}
W
1 = −{(w1+)jλ(w+1)i}
W
1 = −δij
all other λ− brackets of generators = 0 .
(7.26)
It is straightforward to check that equations (7.25) and (7.26) agree with the anal-
ogous equations in [DSKV14a, Thm.3.4], if we take into account formula (7.24)
for the change of generators and the opposite sign in the definition of Adler type
operators.
7.5. Example 5: vector and matrix constrained KP hierarchies. Consider
the partition p = p1 +1+ · · ·+1, where the multiplicity of 1 is s = N − p1. In this
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case (5.16) becomes the following scalar pseudodifferential operator
L1(∂) = −(−∂)
p1 +
p1−1∑
k=0
w11;k(−∂)
k − w+1(∂ +W++)
−1 ◦ w1+ , (7.27)
where w+1, w1+ and W++ are as in (7.19). In the last term of the RHS of (7.27),
∂ stands for 1s∂.
It is possible, as we did in (7.23) for the special case p1 = 2, to use the definition
(4.9) of L1(∂) to find explicitly all the generators wji;k of the W-algebra as ele-
ments of V(g≤ 1
2
). This, however, seems computationally too involved to be solved
explicitly for every p1.
Now we shall demonstrate how to use the Adler and bi-Adler identities (6.2) and
(6.3) to find explicit formulas for the 0-th and 1-st Poisson structure ofWǫ(g, f, S),
ǫ ∈ F, respectively.
First, we use the sesquilinearity and Leibniz rule axioms to compute the LHS
{L1(z)λL1(w)} of both (6.2) and (6.3), where {· λ ·} is either {· λ ·}
W
0 or {· λ ·}
W
1 .
By (7.27) we have
{L1(z)λL1(w)} =
p1−1∑
h,k=0
(−z)h(−w)k{w11;hλw11;k}
−
p1−1∑
h=0
(−z)h
{
w11;hλw+1(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
}
−
p1−1∑
k=0
(−w)k
{
w+1(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+λw11;k
}
+
{
w+1(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+λw+1(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
}
.
(7.28)
In order to compute the λ-brackets in the RHS of (7.28) we use standard λ-bracket
techniques. In particular, applying [DSKVnew, Lem.2.3-2.5], we compute the sec-
ond term in the RHS of (7.28):
−
p1−1∑
h=0
(−z)h
{
w11;hλw+1(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
}
= −
p1−1∑
h=0
(−z)h(
{w11;hλw+1}(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+ + w+1(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1{w11;hλw1+}
− w+1(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1{w11;hλW++}(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)
,
(7.29)
where all products are row by column multiplications, and similarly the third term
in the RHS of (7.28) is
−
p1−1∑
k=0
(−w)k
{
w+1(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+λw11;k
}
= −
p1−1∑
k=0
(−w)k(
{w+1λ+∂w11;k}→(z+∂+W++)
−1w1+ + {w
T
1+λ+∂
w11;k}→(z−λ−∂+W
T
++)
−1wT+1
−
s∑
i,j=1
{(W++)ijλ+∂w11;k}→
(
(z−λ−∂+WT++)
−1wT+1
)
i
(
(z+∂+W++)
−1w1+
)
j
)
,
(7.30)
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where the superscript T denotes taking the transpose of a vector or a matrix. In
writing these formulas we use parenthesis in order to indicate where ∂ acts. For
example, if we write an expression such as a(∂bc)d, we mean ab′cd + abc′d. To
derive (7.30) we used the fact that, if Sij(z) = zδji + (W++)ij , then
(S∗)−1ij (λ− z) = (z − λ− ∂ +W
T
++)
−1
ij 1 . (7.31)
Combining (7.29) and (7.30), we get the fourth term in the RHS of (7.28):{
w+1(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+λw+1(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
}
=
(
{(w+1)iλ+∂(w+1)h}→(z + ∂ +W++)
−1
ij (w1+)j
)
(w + ∂ +W++)
−1
hk (w1+)k
+ (w+1)h(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1
hk {(w+1)iλ+∂(w1+)k}→(z + ∂ +W++)
−1
ij (w1+)j
− (w+1)h(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1
hp
(
{(w+1)iλ+∂(W++)pq}→
(z + ∂ +W++)
−1
ij (w1+)j
)
(w + ∂ +W++)
−1
qk (w1+)k
+
(
{(wT1+)jλ+∂(w+1)h}→(z − λ− ∂ +W
T
++)
−1
ji (w
T
+1)i
)
(w + ∂ +W++)
−1
hk (w1+)k
+ (w+1)h(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1
hk {(w
T
1+)jλ+∂(w1+)k}→(z − λ− ∂ +W
T
++)
−1
ji (w
T
+1)i
− (w+1)h(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1
hp
(
{(wT1+)jλ+∂(W++)pq}→
(z − λ− ∂ +WT++)
−1
ji (w
T
+1)i
)
(w + ∂ +W++)
−1
qk (w1+)k
(7.32)
−
(
{(W++)lrλ+∂(w+1)h}→
(
(z − λ− ∂ +WT++)
−1
li (w
T
+1)i
)
(
(z + ∂ +W++)
−1
rj (w1+)j
))
(w + ∂ +W++)
−1
hk (w1+)k
− (w+1)h(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1
hk {(W++)lrλ+∂(w1+)k}→(
(z − λ− ∂ +WT++)
−1
li (w
T
+1)i
)(
(z + ∂ +W++)
−1
rj (w1+)j
)
+ (w+1)h(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1
hp
(
{(W++)lrλ+∂(W++)pq}→
(
(z − λ− ∂ +WT++)
−1
li
(wT+1)i
)(
(z + ∂ +W++)
−1
rj (w1+)j
))
(w + ∂ +W++)
−1
qk (w1+)k ,
where we use the Einstein convention of summing over repeated indices.
Next, we compute the RHS of (6.2). Note that if L1(∂) is given by (7.27), then
L1(z) =
p1∑
k=0
w11;k(−z)
k − w+1(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+ , (7.33)
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where w11;p = −1, and (cf. (7.31))
L∗1(λ− z) =
p1∑
k=0
(−z + λ+ ∂)kw11;k − w
T
1+(z − λ− ∂ +W
T
++)
−1wT+1 . (7.34)
Hence, the RHS of (6.2) is
L1(w + λ+ ∂)ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1L∗1(λ− z)− L1(z)ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1L1(w)
=
p1∑
h,k=0
w11;h
(
(−w−λ−∂)h(−z+λ+∂)k − (−z)h(−w)k
)
ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1w11;k
−
p1∑
h=0
w11;hιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1
(
(−w − λ− ∂)hwT1+(z − λ− ∂ +W
T
++)
−1wT+1
− (−z)hw+1(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)
−
p1∑
k=0
(
w+1(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1 ◦ w1+(−z + λ+ ∂)
k
−
(
w+1(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)
(−w)k
)
ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1w11;k
+ w+1(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1w1+ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1wT1+(z − λ− ∂ +W
T
++)
−1wT+1
−
(
w+1(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)
ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1w+1(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+ .
(7.35)
We expand the first term in the RHS of (7.35) in powers of −z and −w. As a result
we get (cf. (7.4))
p1∑
h,k=0
w11;h
(
(−w−λ−∂)h(−z+λ+∂)k − (−z)h(−w)k
)
ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1w11;k
=
p1∑
h,k=0
(−z)h(−w)k
p1−h−1∑
n=0
p1+n−k∑
a=max{0,n−k}
((
n
a
)
(−1)aw11;n+h+1(λ+ ∂)
aw11;k+a−n
+
p1−n−h−1∑
b=0
(
k + a
a
)(
h+n+b+1
b
)
(−1)a+1w11;k+a−n(λ+ ∂)
a+bw11;h+n+b+1
)
.
(7.36)
The second and third terms in the RHS of (7.35) can be expanded in view of the
following identity, which can be easily proved for all n ∈ Z+,
(xn(y + T )−1 − yn(x+ T )−1)(x − y)−1 =
n−2∑
i=0
n−2−i∑
j=0
xiyj(−T )n−2−i−j
+
n−1∑
i=0
xi(−T )n−1−i(y+T )−1+
n−1∑
i=0
yi(−T )n−1−i(x+T )−1+(−T )n(x+T )−1(y+T )−1 ,
(7.37)
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where x, y, T are commuting variables. For example, the second term in the RHS
of (7.35) can be rewritten as
−
p1∑
h=0
w11;hιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1
(
(−w − λ− ∂)hwT1+(z − λ− ∂ +W
T
++)
−1wT+1
− (−z)hw+1(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)
= −
p1∑
h=0
(−1)hw11;h
∣∣∣
µ=∂
w+1
(
(w + λ+ µ)h(z − λ− µ+ ∂ +W++)
−1
− zh(w + ∂ +W++)
−1
)
(z − w − λ− µ)−1w1+ ,
(7.38)
and, therefore, applying identity (7.37) with x = z, y = w + λ + µ and T =
−λ− µ+ ∂ +W++, it is equal to
p1∑
h=0
h−2∑
i=0
h−2−i∑
j=0
w11;h(−z)
i(−w − λ− ∂)jwT1+(−λ− ∂ +W
T
++)
h−2−i−jwT+1
−
p1∑
h=0
h−1∑
i=0
w11;h(−z)
i
(
(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)T
(−λ− ∂ +WT++)
h−1−iwT+1
−
p1∑
h=0
h−1∑
i=0
w11;h(−w−λ−∂)
iwT1+(−λ−∂ +W
T
++)
h−1−i(z−λ−∂+WT++)
−1wT+1
+
p1∑
h=0
w11;h
(
(w+∂+W++)
−1w1+
)T
(−λ−∂+WT++)
h(z−λ−∂+WT++)
−1wT+1 .
(7.39)
Similarly, the third term in the RHS of (7.35) can be rewritten as
−
p1∑
k=0
(
w+1(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1w1+(−z + λ+ ∂)
kιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1w11;k
−
(
w+1(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)
(−w)kιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1w11;k
)
= −
p1∑
k=0
(−1)k
(∣∣
µ=∂
w11;k
)
w+1
(
(z − λ− µ)k(w + λ+ µ+ ∂ +W++)
−1
− wk(z + ∂ +W++)
−1
)
(z − w − λ− µ)−1w1+ ,
(7.40)
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and, therefore, applying identity (7.37) with x = z − λ − µ, y = w and T =
λ+ µ+ ∂ +W++, it is equal to
−
p1∑
k=0
k−2∑
i=0
k−2−i∑
j=0
w+1(λ+ ∂ +W++)
k−2−i−jw1+(−z + λ+ ∂)
i(−w)jw11;k
+
p1∑
k=0
k−1∑
i=0
w+1(λ+ ∂ +W++)
k−1−i(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1w1+(−z + λ+ ∂)
iw11;k
+
p1∑
k=0
k−1∑
i=0
w+1(λ+ ∂ +W++)
k−1−i
(
(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)
(−w)iw11;k
−
p1∑
k=0
w+1(λ+ ∂ +W++)
k(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1
(
(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)
w11;k .
(7.41)
Finally, the last two terms in the RHS of (7.35) can be rewritten as
w+1(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1w1+ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1wT1+(z − λ− ∂ +W
T
++)
−1wT+1
−
(
w+1(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)
ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1w+1(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
=
(
w+1(w+µ+∂+W++)
−1w1+
)
(z−w−µ)−1
∣∣∣
µ=λ+∂
(
w+1(z−µ+∂+W++)
−1w1+
)
−
(
w+1(z+∂+W++)
−1w1+
)
(z−w−µ)−1
∣∣∣
µ=λ+∂
(
w+1(w+∂+W++)
−1w1+
)
.
(7.42)
We next use the following identity of rational functions, which can be easily checked:
((x+ S)−1(y + T )−1 − (x+ T )−1(y + S)−1)(x − y)−1
= (x+ S)−1(x+ T )−1(y + S)−1(y + T )−1(S − T ) .
(7.43)
where x, y, S, T are commuting variables. Using (7.43) with x = z, y = w + µ,
S = (∂+W++)⊗ 1 and T = −µ+1⊗ (∂+W++), we can rewrite the RHS of (7.42)
as
w+1(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1
(
(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)
×
(
(∂ +W++)(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)T
(z − λ− ∂ +WT++)
−1wT+1
− w+1(λ + ∂ +W++)(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1
(
(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)
×
(
(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)T
(z − λ− ∂ +WT++)
−1wT+1 .
(7.44)
We now combine, on one hand, equations (7.28), (7.29), (7.30) and (7.32), and, on
the other hand, equations (7.35), (7.36), (7.39), (7.41), and (7.44). Comparing the
results, we get the desired formulas for all the λ-brackets. For example, comparing
the coefficient of (−z)h(−w)k, for h, k ≥ 0, in (7.28) and in (7.36), (7.39), and
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(7.41), we get
{w11;hλw11;k}
W
0
=
p1−h−1∑
n=0
p1+n−k∑
a=max{0,n−k}
((
n
a
)
(−1)aw11;n+h+1(λ + ∂)
aw11;k+a−n
+
p1−n−h−1∑
b=0
(
k + a
a
)(
h+n+b+1
b
)
(−1)a+1w11;k+a−n(λ+ ∂)
a+bw11;h+n+b+1
)
+
p1−h−k−2∑
a=0
p1−h−k−2−a∑
b=0
(
k + a
a
)
w11;a+b+h+k+2(−λ− ∂)
a
(
(−λ−∂+WT++)
bwT+1
)T
w1+
−
p1−h−k−2∑
a=0
p1−h−k−2−a∑
b=0
(
h+ a
a
)
w+1(λ+ ∂ +W++)
bw1+(λ+ ∂)
aw11;a+b+h+k+2 .
(7.45)
Note that for p1 ≤ 2 the last two terms in the RHS of (7.45) vanish, in accordance
with the first four lines in (7.25). Next, comparing the terms with non-negative
powers of z in (7.29) and in (7.39)-(7.41), we get
−
p1−1∑
h=0
(−z)h{w11;hλw+1}
W
0 (w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
−
p1−1∑
h=0
(−z)hw+1(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1{w11;hλw1+}
W
0
+
p1−1∑
h=0
(−z)hw+1(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1{w11;hλW++}
W
0 (w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
= −
p1∑
h=0
h−1∑
i=0
(−z)iw11;h
(
(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)T
(−λ− ∂ +WT++)
h−1−iwT+1
+
p1∑
k=0
k−1∑
i=0
w+1(λ+ ∂ +W++)
k−1−i(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1w1+(−z + λ+ ∂)
iw11;k ,
which implies
{w11;hλw+1}
W
0 =
p1−h−1∑
a=0
w11;a+h+1
(
(−λ− ∂ +WT++)
awT+1
)T
,
{w11;hλw1+}
W
0 = −
p1−h−1∑
a=0
p1−h−1−a∑
b=0
(
a+ h
a
)
(λ+∂+W++)
bw1+(λ+∂)
aw11;a+b+h+1 ,
{w11;hλW++}
W
0 = 0 .
(7.46)
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Similarly, looking at the terms with non-negative powers of w in (7.30) and in
(7.39)-(7.41), we get
−
p1−1∑
k=0
(−w)k{w+1λ+∂w11;k}
W
0 →
(z+∂+W++)
−1w1+
−
p1−1∑
k=0
(−w)k{wT1+λ+∂w11;k}
W
0 →
(z−λ−∂+WT++)
−1wT+1
+
p1−1∑
k=0
(−w)k
s∑
i,j=1
{(W++)ijλ+∂w11;k}
W
0 →
(
(z−λ−∂+WT++)
−1wT+1
)
i
×
(
(z+∂+W++)
−1w1+
)
j
= −
p1∑
h=0
w11;h
h−1∑
i=0
(−w−λ−∂)iwT1+(z−λ−∂+W
T
++)
−1(−λ−∂+WT++)
h−1−iwT+1
+
p1∑
k=0
k−1∑
i=0
w+1(λ+ ∂ +W++)
k−1−i
(
(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
)
(−w)iw11;k ,
which implies
{w+1λw11;k}
W
0 = −
p1−k−1∑
a=0
w+1(λ+ ∂ +W++)
aw11;a+k+1 ,
{wT1+λw11;k}
W
0 =
p1−k−1∑
a=0
p1−k−1−a∑
b=0
(
a+k
a
)
w11;a+b+k+1(−λ−∂)
awT1+(−λ−∂+W
T
++)
b1 ,
{(W++)ijλw11;k}
W
0 = 0 .
(7.47)
Finally, taking all the remaining terms, with negative powers in both z and w, in
(7.32), and in (7.39), (7.41) and (7.44), we get the remaining λ-brackets:
{(w+1)iλ(w1+)j}
W
0 = −
p1∑
k=0
(λ+ ∂ +W++)
k
jiw11;k ,
{(w1+)jλ(w+1)i}
W
0 =
p1∑
h=0
w11;h(−λ− ∂ +W
T
++)
h
ij1 ,
{(W++)ijλ(W++)hk}
W
0 = δik(W++)hj − δhj(W++)ik + δikδhjλ ,
{(w+1)kλ(W++)ij}
W
0 = −δik(w+1)j = −{(W++)ijλ(w+1)k}
W
0 ,
{(w1+)kλ(W++)ij}
W
0 = δkj(w1+)i = −{(W++)ijλ(w1+)k}
W
0 .
(7.48)
It is immediate to check that, in the special case p1 = 2, the λ-brackets (7.45),
(7.46), (7.47), and (7.48), reduce to (7.25).
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Next, we derive in a similar way the 1-st Poisson structure {· λ ·}
W
1 , by computing
the RHS of (6.3):
ιz(z−w−λ)
−1
(
L1(w + λ)− L1(z)
)
+ ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1
(
(L1)
∗(λ− z)− L1(w)
)
=
p1∑
k=0
w11;k((−w − λ)
k − (−z)k)(z − w − λ)−1
+
p1∑
k=0
((−z + λ+ ∂)k − (−w)k)(z − w − λ− ∂)−1w11;k
− w+1(z − w − λ)
−1
(
(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1 − (z + ∂ +W++)
−1
)
w1+
−
∣∣∣
µ=λ+∂
w+1(z − w − µ)
−1
(
(z − µ+ ∂ +W++)
−1 − (w + ∂ +W++)
−1
)
w1+
=
p1−1∑
h=0
p1−1−h∑
k=0
p1−h−k−1∑
ℓ=0
(−z)h(−w)k
((ℓ+ k
k
)
(−λ)ℓ −
(
ℓ+ h
h
)
(λ+ ∂)ℓ
)
w11;ℓ+h+k+1
− w+1(w + λ+ ∂ +W++)
−1(z + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+
+
(
(z − λ− ∂ +WT++)
−1wT+1
)T
(w + ∂ +W++)
−1w1+ .
(7.49)
For the first equality we used (7.33)-(7.34), while the second equality is obtained by
a straightforward computation. Comparing equation (7.49) with equations (7.28),
(7.29), (7.30) and (7.32), we get, in view of (6.3), the 1-st Poisson structure:
{w11;hλw11;k}
W
1 =
p1−h−k−1∑
ℓ=0
((ℓ+ k
k
)
(−λ)ℓ −
(
ℓ+ h
h
)
(λ+ ∂)ℓ
)
w11;ℓ+h+k+1 ,
{(w+1)iλ(w1+)j}
W
1 = −{(w1+)jλ(w+1)i}
W
1 = −δij ,
all other λ− brackets of generators = 0 .
(7.50)
Again, in the special case p1 = 2, the λ-brackets (7.50) reduce to (7.26).
Note that, in agreement with Corollary 5.5, all entries of the matrix W++ are
central with respect to the λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
1 . Therefore we can consider the dif-
ferential ideal J of W generated by these elements, which will be a PVA ideal
with respect to the λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
1 . We may then apply a Dirac reduction with
respect to the λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
0 , to get a bi-PVA structure on the quotient W/J ,
with compatible λ-brackets induced by the 1-st λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
1 , which remains
local, and by the Dirac modification {· λ ·}
W,D
0 of the 0-th λ-bracket, which becomes
non-local.
The image of the operator L1(∂) in the quotient space W/J is
L1(∂) = −(−∂)
p1 +
p1−1∑
k=0
w11;k(−∂)
k − w+1∂
−1 ◦ w1+ ∈ (W/J )((∂
−1)) ,
and therefore the corresponding integrable hierarchy of Lax equations
d
dtn
L1(∂) = [(L1(∂)
n
p1 )+, L1(∂)] ,
is the (N − p1)-vector p1-constrained KP hierarchy, [YO76, Ma81, KSS91, Che92,
KS92, SS93, ZC94]. This isomorphism was originally stated in [DSKV15-cor].
Remark 7.1. The case p1 = 1 corresponds to f = 0 and S = diag(1, 0, . . . , 0),
namely the family of affine PVAs Vǫ(glN , S), ǫ ∈ F (cf. Example 2.2). The cor-
responding bi-Adler type operator for this bi-PVA structure is |A(∂)|11, which,
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after the Dirac reduction by the elements qij for i = j = 1 and i, j ≥ 2, becomes
∂ +
∑N
j=2 qj1∂
−1 ◦ q1j . The corresponding hierarchy of bi-Hamiltonian equations
for N = 2 is the NLS hierarchy.
We can consider, more generally, the partition p = p1+ · · ·+p1+1+ · · ·+1, with
r1 parts of size p1 and q1 parts of size 1, so that r = r1 + q1, and N = r1p1+ q1. In
this case (5.16) becomes the following r1 × r1 matrix pseudodifferential operator
L1(∂) = −1r1(−∂)
p1 +
p1−1∑
k=0
W1;k(−∂)
k −W2(1q1∂ +W4)
−1 ◦W3 , (7.51)
where
W1;k =
(
wji;k
)
1≤i,j≤r1
, W2 =
(
wji;0
)
1≤i≤r1<j≤r
,
W3 =
(
wji;0
)
r1<i≤r, 1≤j≤r1
, W4 =
(
wji;0
)
r1<i,j≤r
.
It is possible to compute (but we will not do it) the corresponding compatible PVA
structures {· λ ·}
W
0 and {· λ ·}
W
1 for the family of PVAs Wǫ(glN , f, S1), generalizing
the formulas obtained for r1 = 1.
As before, all entries wij;0, r1 < i, j ≤ r of the matrixW4 are central with respect
to the 1-st PVA λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
1 . Therefore we can consider the differential ideal
J = 〈wij;0〉r1<i,j≤r of W generated by these elements, which will be a PVA ideal
with respect to the λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
1 , and we may then apply a Dirac reduction
with respect to the λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
0 . As a result, we get a bi-PVA structure on the
quotient W/J , with compatible λ-brackets induced by the 1-st λ-bracket {· λ ·}
W
1 ,
which remains local, and by the Dirac modification {· λ ·}
W,D
0 of the 0-th λ-bracket,
which becomes non-local. The image of the operator L1(∂) in the quotient space
W/J is
L1(∂) = −(−∂)
p1 +
p1−1∑
k=0
W1;k(−∂)
k −W2∂
−1 ◦W3 ∈ (W/J )((∂
−1)) .
The corresponding integrable hierarchy of Lax equations
d
dtn
L1(∂) = [(L1(∂)
n
p1 )+, L1(∂)] ,
is a matrix analogue of the q1-vector p1-constrained KP hierarchy.
Appendix A. Simpler proof of Theorem 4.3
Lemma A.1. Let V be a differential algebra with a λ-bracket {· λ ·}. Let A(∂) ∈
MatN×N V((∂
−1)) be a matrix pseudodifferential operator of Adler type with respect
to the λ-bracket {· λ ·}, and assume that A(∂) is invertible in MatN×N V((∂
−1)).
Then
{Aij(z)λ(A
−1)hk(w)} = −δhj
N∑
t=1
ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1(Ait)
∗(λ − z)(A−1)tk(w)
+ δik
N∑
t=1
(A−1)ht(w + λ+ ∂)Atj(z)ιz(z−w−λ)
−1 .
(A.1)
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Proof. By the identity
∑
ℓArℓ(w + ∂)(A
−1)ℓk(w) = δr,k, we have
0 = {Aij(z)λδr,k} =
N∑
ℓ=1
{Aij(z)λArℓ(w + x)}
∣∣
x=∂
(A−1)ℓk(w)
+
N∑
ℓ=1
Arℓ(w + λ+ ∂){Aij(z)λ(A
−1)ℓk(w)} .
(A.2)
Applying (A−1)hr(w + λ+ ∂) to both sides of (A.2) and summing over r, we get
{Aij(z)λ(A
−1)hk(w)}
= −
N∑
ℓ,r=1
(A−1)hr(w + λ+ ∂){Aij(z)λArℓ(w + x)}
∣∣
x=∂
(A−1)ℓk(w) .
(A.3)
We finally use the Adler identity (2.3) to rewrite the RHS of (A.4) as
−
N∑
ℓ,r=1
(A−1)hr(w+λ+∂)
(
Arj(w+λ+∂+x)ιz(z−w−λ−∂−x)
−1(Aiℓ)
∗(λ− z)
−Arj(z)ιz(z−w−λ−∂−x)
−1Aiℓ(w + x)
)∣∣∣
x=∂
(A−1)ℓk(w)
= −
N∑
ℓ,r=1
δh,jιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1(Aiℓ)
∗(λ− z)(A−1)ℓk(w)
+
N∑
ℓ,r=1
(A−1)hr(w+λ+∂)Arj(z)ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1δi,k ,
(A.4)
proving equation (A.1). 
Lemma A.2 ([DSKV13, Lem.3.1(b)]). Consider the pencil of affine Poisson vertex
algebras V = Vǫ(g, S) from Example 2.2, with S ∈ gd. For a ∈ g≥ 1
2
and g ∈ V(g),
we have ρ{aλρ(g)}ǫ = ρ{aλg}ǫ.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. By the definition (4.9) of the matrix L1(∂) and by Lemma
A.2, we have
ρ{aλL
−1
1 (w)ij}ǫ = ρ{aλρ(J1A
−1(w)I1)ij}ǫ = ρ{aλA
−1(w)(ip1),(j1)}ǫ . (A.5)
Let a = q(j˜,k˜),(˜i,h˜) ∈ g≥ 12 . Note that, by the definition (2.6) of the matrix A(∂), we
have a = A(z)(˜i,h˜),(j˜,k˜). Hence, we can apply Lemma A.1 to get, from (A.5),
ρ{aλL
−1
1 (w)ij}ǫ = ρ{A(z)(˜i,h˜),(j˜,k˜) λA
−1(w)(ip1),(j1)}ǫ
= −δ(ip1)(j˜,k˜)
∑
τ∈J
ιz(z−w−λ−∂)
−1(A(˜i,h˜)τ )
∗(λ− z)(A−1)τ(j1)(w)
+δ(˜i,h˜)(j1)
∑
τ∈J
(A−1)(ip1)τ (w + λ+ ∂)Aτ(j˜,k˜)(z)ιz(z−w−λ)
−1 .
(A.6)
To conclude we observe that the RHS of (A.6) is zero. Indeed, since by assumption
a = q(j˜,k˜),(˜i,h˜) ∈ g≥ 12 , we have δ(ip1)(j˜,k˜) = δ(˜i,h˜)(j1) = 0 for every (˜ih˜), (j˜ k˜) ∈ J . 
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